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Cyanobacteria (also known as blue-green algae), are a very special type of 
bacteria that can photosynthesise in a similar way to plants. The process of 
photosynthesis allows cyanobacteria to absorb light energy, which is then used 
to convert carbon dioxide from the air into food for themselves, in the form of 
sugars. Cyanobacteria then use these sugars as fuel to generate energy to 
live and as building blocks for the synthesis of more complex molecules, some 
of which are used by the cell to grow and replicate.  
The instructions for all cellular processes are encoded within DNA. With 
modern advances in synthetic biology, it is now possible, and in a relatively 
cheap way, to synthesise and manipulate DNA. DNA is made up of several 
different functional sequence types, some of which encode proteins 
(e.g. genes), and some special sequence types that facilitate the reading and 
expression of these genes. Cyanobacteria have been engineered to produce 
a wide variety of molecules that they do not produce in nature, through the 
uptake of synthetic DNA. Currently, the quantities of these chemicals produced 
in the lab are not yet high enough for large scale production. For cyanobacteria 
to reach their potential as a tool for green biotechnology applications, more 
strategies for the control of gene expression are needed so that better 
instructions for the cell can be written in the form of synthetic DNA.  
This thesis has focused on the design and testing of new DNA (molecular) 
tools. We have designed and tested a molecular engineering toolkit for use in 
cyanobacteria, called CyanoGate. It is based on a type of DNA assembly 
called Golden Gate. Golden Gate allows DNA sequences to be modified and 
treated like ‘Lego’, and can be assembled efficiently and easily in a modular 
way. This allows large DNA constructs to be assembled quickly, reducing the 
time and cost required. The CyanoGate kit includes a large suite of molecular 
tools and several different strategies for inserting the synthetic DNA into the 
cyanobacterial cell. 
IV 
The reading of DNA consists of two main steps; the ‘start’, which is performed 
by a DNA sequence called a promoter, and ‘stop’, which is performed by a 
sequence called a terminator. The termination step is important, as if the 
reading of the DNA is not stopped efficiently, regions of DNA may be 
expressed that were not intended. Using the modular assembly standards of 
the CyanoGate kit, I constructed a molecular tool to test terminator efficiency. 
I used this tool to test the efficiency of a library of terminators in two different 
cyanobacterial species, as well as Escherichia coli. This comparison is 
important, as the cellular machinery for reading DNA is different in 
cyanobacteria compared to other types of bacteria, meaning that molecular 
tools tend to behave differently between species.  
Lastly, I tested a series of inducible promoters. Most promoters are what is 
termed ‘constitutive’, which means that they are always on so that the DNA 
associated with them is continuously being read and expressed. An inducible 
promoter does not drive gene expression unless a certain condition is met 
e.g. presence of a small molecule. There are very few inducible promoters 
tested in cyanobacteria that have proved very useful thus far. These inducible 
systems are typically ported from other organisms, that have naturally evolved 
the ability to respond to or ‘sense’ certain environmental cues. Inducible 
promoters are important tools and required for design of more complex 








Cyanobacteria are unique among prokaryotes in that they can conduct 
oxygenic photosynthesis. With just the addition of light, water and some trace 
minerals, cyanobacteria utilise carbon dioxide to synthesise the simple 
carbohydrates required to produce the chemical energy that drives all cellular 
processes. Cyanobacteria have a complex metabolism when compared to 
other model heterotrophs (e.g. Escherichia coli) and therefore can produce a 
wide variety of complex biomolecules not possible in other prokaryotes. 
Although cyanobacteria show great potential for green biotechnology 
applications, availability of molecular tools and strategies required to drive 
forward basic research and the engineering of new strains alike, has been 
quite limited.  
To address the lack of a unified strategy for the engineering of cyanobacteria, 
we developed a molecular cloning system called CyanoGate that unifies 
cyanobacteria and plants. This system is based on the widely adopted modular 
and high throughput Golden Gate cloning syntax.  CyanoGate contains a suite 
of well characterised modular parts and acceptors for episomal and 
chromosomal gene expression, genome engineering applications, and 
CRISPR interference and sRNA tools for gene repression studies.  
Building on the CyanoGate platform, I adapted a strategy for the evaluation of 
transcription terminators. Transcription terminators are important control 
elements for the regulation of gene expression, and there have been relatively 
few studies limited only to the model species Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
thus far. Here, I have constructed and validated a high throughput molecular 
tool that can be used in any organism where the broad host range RSF1010 
origin of replication is functional. With this tool, a library of transcription 
terminators was characterised and compared between Escherichia coli, 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973. 
Surprisingly, our findings showed that transcription termination efficiency was 
not only different between E. coli and cyanobacteria, but the library also 
performed differently between cyanobacterial species.  
VI 
Lastly, I investigated several heterologous inducible and repressible 
expression systems in Synechocystis. I developed a rhamnose-responsive 
genetic inverter with a range of output strengths using a transcription factor 
repressor new to cyanobacteria. There are very few inducible and repressible 
systems thus far reported as functional in cyanobacteria, and this new 
repressor will be a useful addition for the construction of more complex gene 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 The need for green biotechnology 
Since the industrial revolution, ever increasing quantities of greenhouse 
gasses have been released into the Earth’s atmosphere. This has resulted in 
major disasters, including the destruction of the ozone layer by CFCs 
(chlorofluorocarbons), and global warming where greenhouse gasses trap 
heat within the Earth’s atmosphere. Global warming has been implicated in 
numerous deleterious environmental effects including extreme weather 
events, droughts and deoxygenation of the world’s oceans (Skeie et al., 2021). 
CO2 (carbon dioxide) is a major greenhouse gas and contributor to global 
warming. If the Earth is to survive as we know it, we must develop new 
approaches to environmentally responsible industrial processes and 
production, and new strategies for carbon mitigation.  
1.2 Cyanobacteria as solar powered cell factories 
Cyanobacteria are an ancient and diverse phylum containing photosynthetic 
Gram-negative bacteria. The oldest fossil records discovered have identified 
what are believed to be predecessors of modern-day cyanobacteria and have 
been dated to approximately 3.5 billion years ago (Schopf & Packer, 1987). 
Cyanobacteria have evolved to occupy many ecological niches, from the arctic 
to hot water springs, and are found in a wide variety of marine and freshwater 
habitats (Seckbach, 2007; Flombaum et al., 2013; Pedersen & Miller, 2017; 
Puente-Sánchez et al., 2018). Cyanobacteria are unique amongst prokaryotes 
in that they have evolved to conduct oxygenic photosynthesis, where light 
energy is absorbed by pigments and transduced into chemical energy by way 
of a complex set of redox reactions. These redox reactions lead to the 
oxidation of H2O, the release of O2 as a by-product, and the subsequent 
reduction of atmospheric inorganic carbon in the form of CO2 to generate 
simple carbohydrates (sugars). These sugars are utilised for generation of 
biochemical energy (e.g. ATP) that drive cellular metabolic processes. These 
sugars are also utilised as a carbon source for the synthesis of a wide array of 
different compounds including low value (biofuels, feedstocks/biomass) 
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(Möllers et al., 2014; Sarsekeyeva et al., 2015), high value products 
(e.g. nutraceuticals, pigments) (Glazer, 1994; Fernández-Rojas et al., 2014; 
Nicoletti, 2016) and a vast number of secondary metabolites (Jones et al., 
2021). The carbon fixation is catalysed by the enzyme Rubisco (Ribulose-1,5-
bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase), which is localised within the 
carboxysome, a microcompartment unique to cyanobacteria (Kerfeld & 
Melnicki, 2016). The carboxysome is a core component of the cyanobacterial 
carbon concentrating mechanism, which facilitates concentration of CO2 up to 
1,000 times that of atmospheric levels (Rae et al., 2013a), contributing to 
higher photosynthetic efficiencies when compared to plants (Long et al., 2018). 
Cyanobacteria are estimated to be responsible for up to 30% of net global 
carbon fixation (Rae et al., 2013b). 
Compared to model heterotrophs such as Escherichia coli, cyanobacteria offer 
several advantages for biotechnological applications, including 1) greater 
metabolic versatility (e.g. presence of P450 cytochromes (Liu et al., 2020b)), 
2) cheaper to culture needing only CO2, light, water and trace minerals, 
3) culturing without a fixed carbon source reduces contamination risk and 
provides the additional incentive of CO2 mitigation, 4) many strains can grow 
under hostile environments (e.g. high pH and temperature) (Rampelotto, 2013; 
Pedersen & Miller, 2017; Puente-Sánchez et al., 2018), further minimising 
contamination risk, 5) the carbon sources required for heterotroph cultivation 
typically are of plant origin (e.g. beet molasses), growth of which directly 
completes for land resources with arable crops. However, it is important to note 
that many cyanobacterial species have been identified that naturally produce 
toxins; therefore, appropriate care must be taken when choosing new 
non-model cyanobacterial species for use in biotechnology applications (Lee 
et al., 2017; Henao et al., 2019; Kubickova et al., 2019).  
New cyanobacterial strains are increasingly being developed to take 
advantage of this capacity to convert CO2 and H2O into valuable products using 
solar energy. Some examples of compounds that have been produced in 
cyanobacteria include: bulk chemicals e.g. sucrose (Lin et al., 2020a), 
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chemicals used as fuel precursors e.g. butanol and isobutyraldehyde (Atsumi 
et al., 2009; Jazmin et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2017), high-value chemicals used 
in manufacturing and pharmaceuticals e.g. ethylene (Carbonell et al., 2019; 
Durall et al., 2020), isoprene (Lindberg et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2016), L-lysine 
(Korosh et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2020b), poly-β-Hydroxybutyrate (Zhang et al., 
2015; Singh et al., 2019), mycosporine-like amino acids (e.g. natural 
sunscreen) (Yang et al., 2018) and terpenoids (Wang et al., 2016; Englund et 
al., 2018; Pattanaik et al., 2020). Nevertheless, despite the diversity of 
heterologous products that have so far been produced in cyanobacteria, titres 
are generally too low at lab scale and thus not economically viable for larger 
scale industrial applications.  
1.3 The rise of synthetic biology  
Synthetic biology is a relatively recent paradigm, taking a multidisciplinary 
approach to the rational re-design and engineering of biology, with the goal of 
generating living systems with new-to-nature capabilities (Cheng & Lu, 2012). 
The central tenet of synthetic biology revolves around the 
‘design-build-test-learn’ cycle. Using engineering principles, the process 
typically starts with rational design, which takes into consideration factors such 
as chassis choice and molecular tool availability. Other sources of information, 
including genomics, metabolomics, and transcriptomics, where available, can 
be incorporated at the design stage. Additional information will help to make 
better informed decisions to determine the genetic modifications required to 
achieve the desired outcome. The ‘build’ stage seeks to assemble the DNA 
required to introduce the desired genetic modifications to the host organism. 
Despite the cost reduction in DNA synthesis in recent years, most DNA 
assembly is still undertaken in the lab, using various cloning strategies (Gibson 
et al., 2009; Werner et al., 2012; Patron et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2016; Kim 
et al., 2017; Andreou & Nakayama, 2018; Taylor et al., 2019; Vasudevan et 
al., 2019; Stukenberg et al., 2021; Valenzuela-Ortega & French, 2021). The 
build step has typically been a bottleneck when conducting high-throughput 
experiments. However, the introduction of modular cloning strategies, such as 
Golden Gate, the capacity for ‘Lego-like’ ‘plug and play’, and compatibility with 
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automation, have resulted in high-throughput experiments becoming more 
accessible (Engler et al., 2014; Chambers et al., 2016).  
A key requirement at both the design and build stages, is access to large 
libraries of well characterised molecular parts. Despite recent advances, the 
availability of genetic tools to engineer cyanobacteria still lagged those 
available in E. coli. For the synthetic biology paradigm to progress 
cyanobacterial research, more well characterised genetic tools are needed, for 
example, for metabolic pathway manipulation to engineer new strains that 
produce titres that are economically viable for industrial applications. 
Therefore, an increase in availability and type of molecular tools and the 
uptake of the synthetic biology paradigm would be beneficial to drive forward 
the development of this promising green biotechnology platform.  
1.4 Thesis Aims and Outline  
The aim of my PhD thesis was to design, generate and characterise new 
molecular tools that could be used in the furtherment of cyanobacterial 
synthetic biology research. 
We developed and tested CyanoGate, a molecular toolkit for the engineering 
of cyanobacteria. CyanoGate contains a large number of modular genetic 
parts including promoters, transcription terminators, vectors for integration and 
self-replication, and tools for gene repression. CyanoGate is built on the 
Golden Gate cloning standard, thus DNA can be quickly and efficiently 
assembled, and easily shared.  
I adapted an established strategy for characterisation of transcription 
terminator efficiency. The system was designed to be compatible with 
CyanoGate, to facilitate easy part reuse and high-throughput assembly and 
screening. I used this new tool to evaluate the efficiency of 34 heterologous 
and synthetic intrinsic transcription terminators and compared the efficiency in 
E. coli Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Synechococcus elongatus 
UTEX 2973.  
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Lastly to address the shortage of conditional gene expression systems in 
cyanobacteria, I tested four new and four existing promoters that are regulated 
by heterologous transcription factors. These were then evaluated for the 
potential for further synthetic gene circuit design. Subsequently several 
variants of a genetic inverter circuit were built and tested based on a 
promoter/repressor pair new to cyanobacteria. 
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Chapter 2 Emerging Species and Genome Editing Tools: 
Future Prospects in Cyanobacterial Synthetic 
Biology 
2.1 Chapter Preface 
The following review was published in the journal Microorganisms1. This 
review was written in collaboration between Alejandra A. Schiavon and I from 
the McCormick Lab, and Lauren A Mills and David Lea-Smith from the 
Lea-Smith Lab.  
In this review, we highlighted a potential limitation in current cyanobacterial 
research, which has focused primarily on a small subset of model species. We 
discuss some recently discovered non-model species that demonstrate 
attributes that may make them promising chassis for biotechnology 
applications. We reviewed the current state of CRISPR (Clustered Regularly 
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats/CRISPR associated protein 
(CRISPR/Cas)) and CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) in cyanobacteria.  We 
critically evaluated some drawbacks with current CRISPR technologies in 
cyanobacteria and highlighted several new Cas enzymes that show promise. 
For the existing and new Cas enzymes, we discussed the PAM recognition 
sites and the relative abundance in 17 published cyanobacterial genomes. We 
discussed several new tools and strategies for genome modification and gene 
regulation in common use in other model organisms, yet to be ported to 
cyanobacteria, that could prove useful additions to the synthetic biology 
toolbox in cyanobacteria. Lastly, we gave some details on the then upcoming 
CyanoSource: A Barcoded Mutant Library for Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 
I co-wrote the introduction and conclusion with Alejandra A. Schiavon, and the 
following sections: ‘3.1:CRISPR/Cas Genome Editing in Cyanobacteria’, 
‘4.1:Gene Regulation with CRISPRi and Synthetic Small Regulatory RNAs’, 
‘4.2: Sigma Factors and RNA Polymerase as Regulatory Tools for Gene 
Transcription‘ and ‘4.4 Using Inteins to Progress Genetic Circuit Research in 
 
1 Gale GAR, Schiavon Osorio AA, Mills LA, Wang B, Lea-Smith DJ, McCormick AJ. Emerging 
Species and Genome Editing Tools: Future Prospects in Cyanobacterial Synthetic Biology. 
Microorganisms. 2019 Sep 29;7(10):409. doi: 10.3390/microorganisms7100409. 
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Cyanobacteria‘. Alejandra A. Schiavon, Alistair McCormick, and I prepared the 
final draft for publication and wrote the rebuttal to the reviewers’ comments.  
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2.2 Main Text 
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In this review, we discussed the potential of cyanobacteria for use in the green 
biotechnology revolution. We described new molecular tools, currently not 
used in cyanobacteria, that may help this potential to be realised. 
The critical review of the current state of CRISPR and CRISPRi in 
cyanobacteria, highlighting the toxicity issues of Cas9, and the calculation of 
the available PAM sequences relative to the specific Cas enzyme, did inform 
my decision making when planning the ddCas12a work (See section 3.4.6.2). 
I chose ddCas12a from Francisella novicida, owing to the relatively greater 
number of PAM sites in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 genome when compared 
to the commonly used isoforms from either Acidaminococcus sp. or 
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Chapter 3 CyanoGate:  A modular cloning suite for 
engineering cyanobacteria based on the plant 
MoClo syntax 
3.1 Chapter Preface 
The following work, except for section ‘3.4.6.2 ddCas12a and paired termini 
antisense RNA’, has been published in the journal Plant Physiology2 
(Appendix III - Publications). This was a collaborative project where I took 
the lead for most of the work relating to Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter 
Synechocystis). I verified the integration system worked as intended in 
Synechocystis by making both the unmarked eYFP knock in and the unmarked 
knockout strains and associated genome modification vectors. I planned and 
executed the promoter characterisation in Synechocystis, including cloning of 
level 1 and level T vectors, cyanobacterial conjugations, strain maintenance, 
and flow cytometry and plate reader data analysis. I assembled and tested the 
vectors with new origins of replication (RK2, pBBR1 and pRO1600/ColE1), 
executed the associated experiments determining differential eYFP 
expression of vectors harbouring either RK2 or RSF1010, plasmid copy 
number and Synechocystis genome copy number determination by qPCR and 
associated data analysis. For the gene repression systems, I cloned all the 
required level 1 and T vectors, performed all cyanobacterial conjugations, 
experiment execution and data analysis. Ravendran Vasudevan designed the 
CyanoGate system and cloned all new acceptor vectors except for the vectors 
harbouring RK2, pBBR1 and pRO1600/ColE1 (as above). Alejandra A. 
Schiavon cloned all level 0 promoter parts used in the promoter study and 




2Vasudevan, R., Gale, G. A. R., Schiavon, A. A., Puzorjov, A., Malin, J., Gillespie, M. D., 
Vavitsas K., Zulkower V., Wang B., Howe C.J., Lea-Smith D.J., McCormick A.J. (2019). 
Cyanogate: A modular cloning suite for engineering cyanobacteria based on the plant moclo 
syntax. Plant Physiology, 180(1), 39–55. https://doi.org/10.1104/pp.18.01401 
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Much work is focused on expanding synthetic biology approaches to engineer 
photosynthetic organisms, including cyanobacteria. Cyanobacteria are an 
evolutionarily ancient and diverse phylum of photosynthetic prokaryotic 
organisms that are ecologically important, and are thought to contribute ca. 
25% to oceanic net primary productivity (Castenholz et al., 2001; Flombaum 
et al., 2013). The chloroplasts of all photosynthetic eukaryotes, including 
plants, resulted from the endosymbiotic uptake of a cyanobacterium by a 
eukaryotic ancestor (Keeling, 2004). Therefore, cyanobacteria have proved 
useful as model organisms for the study of photosynthesis, electron transport 
and associated biochemical pathways, many of which are conserved in 
eukaryotic algae and higher plants. Several unique aspects of cyanobacterial 
photosynthesis, such as the biophysical carbon concentrating mechanism, 
also show promise as a means for enhancing productivity in crop plants (Rae 
et al., 2017). Furthermore, cyanobacteria are increasingly recognized as 
valuable platforms for industrial biotechnology to convert CO2 and H2O into 
valuable products using solar energy (Ducat et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2011; 
Ramey et al., 2015). They are metabolically diverse and encode many 
components (e.g. P450 cytochromes) necessary for generating high-value 
pharmaceutical products that can be challenging to produce in other systems 
(Nielsen et al., 2016b; Wlodarczyk et al., 2016; Pye et al., 2017; Stensjö et al., 
2018). Furthermore, cyanobacteria show significant promise in biophotovoltaic 
devices for generating electrical energy (McCormick et al., 2015; Saar et al., 
2018). 
Based on morphological complexity, cyanobacteria are classified into five sub-
sections (I–V) (Castenholz et al., 2001). Several members of the five sub-
sections have been reportedly transformed (Vioque, 2007; Stucken et al., 
2012), suggesting that many cyanobacterial species are amenable to genetic 
manipulation. Exogenous DNA can be integrated into or removed from the 
genome through homologous recombination-based approaches using natural 
transformation, conjugation (tri-parental mating), or electroporation (Heidorn et 
al., 2011). Exogenous DNA can also be propagated by replicative vectors, 
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although the latter are currently restricted to a single vector type based on the 
broad-host range RSF1010 origin (Mermet-Bouvier et al., 1993; Huang et al., 
2010; Taton et al., 2014). Transformation tools have been developed for 
generating “unmarked” mutant strains (lacking an antibiotic resistance marker 
cassette) in several model species, such as Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
(Synechocystis hereafter) (Lea-Smith et al., 2016). More recently, markerless 
genome editing using CRISPR-based approaches has been demonstrated to 
function in both unicellular and filamentous strains (Ungerer & Pakrasi, 2016; 
Wendt et al., 2016). 
Although exciting progress is being made in developing effective 
transformation systems, cyanobacteria still lag behind in the field of synthetic 
biology compared to bacterial (heterotrophic), yeast and mammalian systems. 
Relatively few broad host-range genetic parts have been characterised, but 
many libraries of parts for constructing regulatory modules and circuits are 
starting to become available, albeit using different standards, which makes 
them difficult to combine (Huang & Lindblad, 2013; Camsund et al., 2014; 
Albers et al., 2015; Markley et al., 2015; Englund et al., 2016; Taton et al., 
2017; Immethun et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Ferreira et 
al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Liu & Pakrasi, 2018). One key challenge is clear: parts 
that are widely used in Escherichia coli behave very differently in model 
cyanobacterial species, such as Synechocystis (Heidorn et al., 2011). 
Furthermore, different cyanobacterial strains generally show a wide variation 
regarding functionality and performance of different genetic parts (e.g. 
promoters, reporter genes and antibiotic resistance markers) (Taton et al., 
2014, 2017; Englund et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017). This suggests that parts 
need to be validated, calibrated, and perhaps modified for individual strains, 
including model species and strains that may be more commercially relevant. 
Rapid cloning and assembly methods are essential for accelerating the 
‘design, build, test and learn’ cycle, which is a central tenet of synthetic biology 
(Nielsen & Keasling, 2016). 
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The adoption of new cloning and vector assembly methods (e.g. Isothermal 
(Gibson) Assembly and MoClo), assembly standards and part libraries has 
greatly enhanced the scalability of synthetic biology-based approaches in a 
range of biological systems (Moore et al., 2016; Vazquez-Vilar et al., 2018). 
Recent advances in synthetic biology have led to the development of 
standards for Type IIS restriction endonuclease-mediated assembly 
(commonly known as Golden Gate cloning) for several model systems, 
including plants (Sarrion-Perdigones et al., 2013; Engler et al., 2014; Andreou 
& Nakayama, 2018). Based on a common Golden Gate Modular Cloning 
(MoClo) syntax, large libraries are now available for fusion of different genetic 
parts to assemble complex vectors cheaply and easily without proprietary tools 
and reagents (Patron et al., 2015). High-throughput and automated assembly 
are projected to be widely available soon through DNA synthesis and 
construction facilities, such as the UK DNA Synthesis Foundries, where MoClo 
is seen as the most suitable assembly standard (Chambers et al., 2016).  
Here, we describe the development of an easy-to-use system called 
CyanoGate that unites cyanobacteria with plant and algal systems. This 
system builds on the established Golden Gate MoClo syntax and assembly 
library for plants (Engler et al., 2014) that has been adopted by the OpenPlant 
consortium (www.openplant.org), iGEM competitions as “Phytobricks” and the 
MoClo kit for the microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Crozet et al., 2018). 
Firstly, we constructed and characterised a suite of known and new genetic 
parts (level 0) for use in cyanobacterial research, including promoters, 
terminators, antibiotic resistant markers, neutral sites and gene repression 
systems (Na et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2018a). Secondly, we 
designed an additional level of acceptor vectors (level T) to facilitate integrative 
or replicative transformation. We characterised assembled level T vectors in 
Synechocystis and in Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973 (UTEX 2973 
hereafter), which has a reported doubling time similar to that of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae under specific growth conditions (Yu et al., 2015; 
Ungerer et al., 2018a, 2018b). Lastly, we developed an online tool for 
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assembly of CyanoGate and Plant MoClo vectors to assist with the adoption 
of the CyanoGate system. 
3.3 Materials and Methods 
3.3.1 Cyanobacterial culture conditions 
Cyanobacterial strains of Synechocystis were maintained on 1.5% (w/v) agar 
plates containing BG11 medium. Liquid cultures were grown in Erlenmeyer 
flasks (100 ml) containing BG11 medium (Rippka et al., 1979) supplemented 
with 10 mM NaHCO3, shaken at 100 rpm and aerated with filter-sterilised 
water-saturated atmospheric air. Synechocystis was grown at 30°C with 
continuous light (100 µmol photons m-2 s-1) in an Infors Multitron-Pro supplied 
with warm white LED lighting (Infors HT).  
3.3.2 Vector construction 
3.3.2.1 Level 0 vectors 
Native cyanobacterial genetic parts were amplified from genomic DNA using 
NEB Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs) (Figure 3-1; 
Appendix Table 8-1). Where necessary, native genetic parts were 
domesticated (i.e. BsaI and BpiI sites were removed) using specific primers. 
Alternatively, parts were synthesised as Gblocks® DNA fragments (Integrated 
DNA Technology) and cloned directly into an appropriate level 0 acceptor (see 
Vasudevan  et al. (2019) for vector maps) (Engler et al., 2014). 
Golden Gate assembly reactions were performed with restriction enzymes 
BsaI (New England Biolabs) or BpiI (Thermofisher), and T4 DNA ligase 
(Thermofisher) (see Appendix Information 8-2; Appendix Information 8-3  
for detailed protocols). Vectors were transformed into One Shot TOP10 
chemically competent Escherichia coli (Thermofisher) as per the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Transformed cultures were grown at 37°C on 
[1.5% (w/v)] LB agar plates or in liquid LB medium shaking at 260 rpm, with 
appropriate antibiotic selection for level 0, 1, M and P vectors as outlined in 
Engler et al. (2014).  
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3.3.2.2 Level T acceptor vectors and new level 0 acceptors 
A new level T vector system was designed that provides MoClo-compatible 
replicative vectors or integrative vectors for genomic modifications in 
cyanobacteria (Heidorn et al., 2011) (Figure 3-2; Appendix Table 8-1). For 
replicative vectors, we modified the pPMQAK1 carrying an RSF1010 
replicative origin (Huang et al., 2010) to make pPMQAK1-T, and vector 
pSEVA421 from the Standard European Vector Architecture (SEVA) 2.0 
database (seva.cnb.csic.es) carrying the RK2 replicative origin to make 
pSEVA421-T (Silva-Rocha et al., 2013). Replicative vector backbones were 
domesticated to remove native BsaI and BpiI sites where appropriate. The 
region between the BioBrick’s prefix and suffix was then replaced by a lacZ 
expression cassette flanked by two BpiI sites that produce overhangs TGCC 
and GGGA, which are compatible with the plant Golden Gate MoClo assembly 
syntax for level 2 acceptors (e.g. pAGM4673) (Engler et al., 2014). For 
integrative vectors, we domesticated a pUC19 vector backbone and 
introduced two BpiI sites compatible with a level 2 acceptor (as above) to make 
pUC19A-T and pUC19S-T. In addition, we made a new low copy level 0 
acceptor (pSC101 origin of replication) for promoter parts based on the 
BioBrick standard vector pSB4K5 (Liu et al., 2018). DNA was amplified using 
NEB Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs). All vectors 
were sequenced following assembly to confirm domestication and the integrity 
of the MoClo cloning site. 
3.3.2.3 Level 0 parts for CRISPRi and srRNA 
A nuclease deficient Cas9 gene sequence sourced from Addgene 
(www.addgene.org/44249/) was domesticated and assembled as a level 0 CDS 
part (Appendix Table 8-1; Appendix Table 8-2) (Qi et al., 2013). Five 
promoters of different strengths were truncated to the transcriptional start site 
(TSS) and cloned into a new level 0 acceptor vector with the unique overhangs 
GGAG and TAGC (Figure 3-1). Two new level 0 parts with the unique 
overhangs GTTT and CGCT were generated for the sgRNA scaffold and 
srRNA HFQ handle (based on MicC) (Na et al., 2013), respectively. Assembly 
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of level 1 expression cassettes proceeded by combining appropriate level 0 
parts with a PCR product for either a srRNA or sgRNA (Figure 3-1). 
3.3.3 Cyanobacterial transformation and conjugation 
Transformation with integrative level T vectors was performed as in Lea-Smith 
et al. (2016). For transformation by electroporation, cultures were harvested 
during the ‘exponential’ growth phase (OD750 of ~0.6) by centrifugation at 4,000 
g for 10 min. The cell pellet was washed 3 times with 2 ml of sterile 1 mM 
HEPES buffer (pH 7.5), re-suspended in water with 3–5 µg of level T vector 
DNA and transferred into a 0.1-cm electroporation cuvette (Scientific 
Laboratory Suppliers). Re-suspended cells were electroporated using an 
Eppendorf 2510 electroporator (Eppendorf) set to 1200 V. Sterile BG-11 (1 ml) 
was immediately added to the electroporated cells. Following a 1-hr incubation 
at RT, the cells were plated on 1.5% (w/v) agar plates containing BG-11 with 
antibiotics at standard working concentrations to select for transformed 
colonies. The plates were sealed with parafilm and placed under 15 µmol 
photons m-2 s-1 light at 30°C for 1 day. The plates were then moved to 30 µmol 
photons m-2 s-1 light until colonies appeared. After 15–20 days, putative 
transformants were recovered and streaked onto new plates with appropriate 
antibiotics for further study.  
Genetic modification by conjugation in Synechocystis was facilitated by an E. 
coli strain (HB101) carrying both mobilizer and helper vectors pRK2013 
(ATCC® 37159™) and pRL528 (www.addgene.org/58495/), respectively 
(Tsinoremas et al., 1994). Cultures of HB101 and OneShot TOP10 E. coli 
strains carrying level T cargo vectors were grown for approximately 15 hr with 
appropriate antibiotics. Cyanobacterial strains were grown to an OD750 of ~1. 
All bacterial cultures were washed three times with either fresh LB medium for 
E. coli or BG11 for cyanobacteria prior to use. Synechocystis cultures (100 μl, 
OD750 of 0.5–0.8) were conjugated by combining appropriate HB101 and the 
cargo strains (100 μl each) and plating onto HATF 0.45-μm transfer 
membranes (Merck Millipore) placed on LB: BG11 (1: 19) agar plates. 
Synechocystis transconjugates were grown under culturing conditions outlined 
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above. Following growth on non-selective media for 24 hr, the membranes 
were transferred to BG11 agar plates supplemented with appropriate 
antibiotics. Colonies were observed within a week. Chlorophyll content of wild-
type (WT) and mutant strains was calculated as in Lea-Smith et al. (2013). 
3.3.4 Fluorescence assays 
Transgenic strains maintained on agar plates containing appropriate 
antibiotics were used to inoculate 10-ml seed cultures that were grown to an 
optical density at 750 nm (OD750) of approximately 1.0, as measured with a 
WPA Biowave II spectrometer (Biochrom). Seed cultures were diluted to an 
OD750 of 0.2, and 2-ml starting cultures were transferred to 24-well plates 
(Costar® Corning Incorporated) for experiments. Synechocystis was grown in 
an Infors Multitron-Pro in the same culturing conditions described above. 
OD750 was measured using a FLUOstar OMEGA microplate reader (BMG 
Labtech). Fluorescence of eYFP for individual cells (10,000 cells per culture) 
was measured by flow cytometry using an Attune NxT Flow Cytometer 
(Thermofisher). Cells were gated using forward and side scatter, and median 
eYFP fluorescence was calculated from excitation/emission wavelengths 488 
nm/515–545 nm (Kelly et al., 2018) and reported at 48 hr unless otherwise 
stated.  
3.3.5 Plasmid vector and genome copy number determination  
The genome copy number and copy number of heterologous self-replicating 
plasmid vectors in Synechocystis was estimated using a quantitative real-time 
PCR (qPCR) approach adapted from Zerulla et al. (2016). Cytoplasmic 
extracts containing total cellular DNA were harvested from Synechocystis 
cultures after 48 hr growth (OD750 = ca. 5) according to Zerulla et al. (2016). 
Cells in 10 ml of culture were pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 g for 15 min, 
disrupted by shaking at 30 Hz for 10 min in a TissueLyser II with a mixture of 
0.2-mm and 0.5-mm acid washed glass beads (0.35 g each), and then 
resuspended in dH2O. The culture cell count was determined prior to harvest 
using a haemocytometer and checked again after cell disruption to calculate 
the efficiency of cell disruption. A standard curve based on a dilution series of 
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vector DNA was generated and used for qPCR analysis in parallel with extracts 
carrying the same vector. Two DNA fragments (ca. 1 kb) targeting two 
separate loci (petB and secA) were amplified from isolated genomic DNA from 
Synechocystis using standard PCR (Pinto et al., 2012). DNA mass 
concentrations were determined photometrically and the concentrations of 
DNA molecules were calculated from the known molecular mass. As above, a 
standard curve based on a dilution series of the two fragments was generated 
to estimate genome copy number in the extracts (Zerulla et al., 2016). The Ct 
of the extracts were then plotted against the linear portion of the standard 
curves to estimate plasmid vector copy number and genome copy number per 
cell. Oligonucleotides used are summarised in Appendix Table 8-3.  
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Adaptation of the Plant Golden Gate MoClo level 0 syntax for generating 
level 1 assemblies for transfer to Level T 
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(A) The format for a level 0 MoClo acceptor vector with the part bordered by two BsaI sites. 
(B) Typical level 0 parts from the Plant MoClo kit, where parts of the same type are bordered 
by the same pair of fusion sites (for each fusion site, only the sequence of the top strand is 
shown). Note that the parts are not drawn to scale. (C) and (D), The syntax of the Plant MoClo 
kit was adapted to generate level 0 parts for engineering marked and unmarked cyanobacterial 
mutant strains. (E) to (I), To generate knock-in mutants, short linker parts (30 bp) were 
constructed to allow assembly of individual flanking sequences, or marker cassettes (AbR or 
sacB) in level 1 vectors for subsequent assembly in level T. (J) and (K), Parts required for 
generating synthetic srRNA or CRISPRi level 1 constructs. See Appendix Information 8-2; 
Appendix Information 8-3 for workflows. Abbreviations: 3U+Ter, 3’UTR and terminator; AbR, 
antibiotic resistance cassette; AbR DOWN LINKER, short sequence (~30 bp) to provide CGCT 
overhang; AbR UP LINKER, short sequence (~30 bp) to provide GAGG overhang; CDS2(stop), 
coding sequence with a stop codon; DOWN FLANK, flanking sequence downstream of target 
site; DOWN FLANK LINKER, short sequence (~30 bp) to provide GGAG overhang; Prom+5U, 
promoter and 5’ UTR; Prom TSS, promoter transcription start site; sacB, levansucrase 
expression cassette; sacB UP LINKER, short sequence (~30 bp) to provide GAGG overhang; 
sgRNA, single guide RNA; SP, signal peptide; srRNA, small regulatory RNA; UP FLANK, 
flanking sequence upstream of target site; UP FLANK LINKER, short sequence (~30 bp) to 
provide CGCT overhang; UNMARK LINKER, short sequence to bridge UP FLANK and DOWN 
FLANK. (Figure by Ravendran Vasudevan, (Vasudevan et al., 2019) [(www.plantphysiol.org) 
Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists. ASPB further grants to authors the permission 
to make digital or hard copies of part or all of a work published in Plant Physiology® without 
fee for personal or classroom use]. 
3.4.1 Construction of the CyanoGate system 
The CyanoGate system integrates with the two-part Golden Gate MoClo Plant 
Tool Kit, which can be acquired from Addgene [standardised parts (Kit 
#1000000047) and backbone acceptor vectors (Kit # 1000000044), 
(www.addgene.org)] (Engler et al., 2014). A comparison of the benefits of 
MoClo- and Gibson assembly-based cloning strategies is shown in  Appendix 
Information 8-1. The syntax for level 0 parts was adapted for prokaryotic 
cyanobacteria to address typical cloning requirements for cyanobacterial 
research (Figure 3-1). New level 0 parts were assembled from a variety of 
sources (Appendix Table 8-1). Level 1, M and P acceptor vectors were 
adopted from the MoClo Plant Tool Kit, which facilitates assembly of level 0 
parts in a level 1 vector, and subsequently up to seven level 1 modules in level 
M. Level M assemblies can be combined further into level P and cycled back 
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into level M to produce larger multi-module vectors if required (Appendix 
Information 8-2). Vectors >50 kb in size assembled by MoClo have been 
reported (Werner et al., 2012). Modules from level 1 or level P can be 
assembled in new level T vectors designed for cyanobacterial transformation 
(Figure 3-2). We found that Synechocystis produced recombinants following 
electroporation or conjugation methods with level T vectors. For the majority 
of the work outlined below, we relied on the conjugation approach.  
3.4.2 Integration 
3.4.3 Generating marked and unmarked knockout mutants 
A common method for engineering stable genomic knock-out and knock-in 
mutants in several cyanobacteria relies on homologous recombination via 
integrative (suicide) vectors using a two-step marked-unmarked strategy (Lea-
Smith et al., 2016) (Appendix Information 8-3). Saar et al. (2018) used this 
approach to introduce up to five genomic alterations into a single 
Synechocystis strain. To make an unmarked mutant, firstly marked mutants 
are generated with an integrative vector carrying two sequences 
(approximately 1 kb each) identical to the regions of the cyanobacterial 
chromosome flanking the deletion/insertion site. Two gene cassettes are 
inserted between these flanking sequences: a levansucrase expression 
cassette (sacB) that confers sensitivity to transgenic colonies grown on 
sucrose and an antibiotic resistance cassette (AbR) of choice. Secondly, 
unmarked mutants (carrying no selection markers) are generated from fully 
segregated marked lines using a separate integrative vector carrying only the 
flanking sequences and selection is on plates containing sucrose. 
This approach was adapted for the CyanoGate system (Figure 3-1). To 
generate level 1 vectors for making knock-out mutants, sequences flanking the 
upstream (UP FLANK) and downstream (DOWN FLANK) site of recombination 
were ligated into the plant MoClo Prom+5U (with overhangs GGAG-AATG), 
and 3U+Ter (GCTT-CGCT) positions, respectively, to generate new level 0 
parts (Figure 3-1B). In addition, full expression cassettes were made for 
sucrose selection (sacB) and antibiotic resistance (AbRSpec, AbRKan and 
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AbREry) in level 0 that ligate into positions SP (AATG-AGGT) and CDS2 (stop) 
(AGGT-GCTT), respectively. Marked level 1 modules can be assembled using 
UP FLANK, DOWN FLANK, sacB and the required AbR level 0 part. For 
generating the corresponding unmarked level 1 module, a short 59-bp linker 
(UNMARK LINKER) can be ligated into the CDS1ns (AATG-GCTT) position 
for assembly with an UP FLANK and DOWN FLANK (Figure 3-1D). Unmarked 
and marked level 1 modules can then be assembled into level T integrative 
vectors, with the potential capacity to include multiple knock-out modules in a 
single level T vector (Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2: Extension of the Plant Golden Gate MoClo Assembly Standard for 
cyanobacterial transformation. 
Assembly relies on one of two Type IIS restriction endonuclease enzymes (BsaI or BpiI). 
Domesticated level 0 parts are assembled into level 1 vectors. Up to seven level 1 modules 
can be assembled directly into a level T cyanobacterial transformation vector, which consists 
of two sub-types (either a replicative or an integrative vector). Alternatively, larger vectors with 
more modules can be built by assembling level 1 modules into level M, and then cycling 
assembly between level M and level P, and finally transferring from Level P to level T. Antibiotic 
selection markers are shown for each level. Level T vectors are supplied with internal antibiotic 
selection markers (shown), but additional selection markers could be included from level 1 
modules as required. See Appendix Table 8-1 and Vasudevan et al. (2019) for the full list and 
maps of level T acceptor vectors. (Figure by Ravendran Vasudevan, (Vasudevan et al., 2019) 
[(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists. ASPB further grants 
to authors the permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of a work published in 
Plant Physiology® without fee for personal or classroom use]. 
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To validate the approach, Ravendran Vasudevan first constructed the level 0 
flanking vectors pC0.024 and pC0.025 and assembled the level T integrative 
vector cpcBA-M using pUC19-T containing sacB and AbR. I then assembled 
cpcBA-UM with the sacB and AbR cassettes replaced with the unmark linker 
to remove the cpcBA promoter and operon in Synechocystis and generate an 
“Olive” mutant unable to produce the phycobiliprotein C-phycocyanin (Kirst et 
al., 2014; Lea-Smith et al., 2014) (Figure 3-3; Appendix Table 8-1). Following 
transformation with cpcBA-M, we successfully generated a marked ΔcpcBA 
mutant carrying the sacB and the AbRKan cassettes after selective segregation 
(ca. 3 months) (Figure 3-3A). Following my transformation of the marked 
ΔcpcBA mutant with cpcBA-UM, the unmarked ΔcpcBA mutant was then 
isolated following selection on sucrose (ca. 2 weeks) (Figure 3-3B). Absence 
of C-phycocyanin in the Olive mutant resulted in a characteristic change in 
colour and drop in absorbance at 625 nm (Figure 3-3C, D) and a significant 
reduction in chlorophyll content compared to that in WT cells (28.4 ± 0.2 and 
48.3 ± 0.2 amol chl cell-1, respectively) (Kirst et al., 2014; Lea-Smith et al., 
2014).  
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Figure 3-3: Generating knock-out mutants in cyanobacteria. 
(A) Assembled level T vector cpcBA-M (see Figure 3-1C) targeting the cpcBA promoter and 
operon (3,563 bp) to generate a marked ΔcpcBA “Olive” mutant in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. Following transformation and segregation on kanamycin (ca. 3 months), a segregated 
marked mutant was isolated (WT band is 3,925 bp, marked mutant band is 5,503 bp, 1-kb 
DNA ladder (NEB) is shown). (B) Assembled level T vector cpcBA-UM (see Figure 3-1D) for 
generating an unmarked ΔcpcBA mutant. Following transformation and segregation on 
sucrose (ca. 2 weeks), an unmarked mutant was isolated (unmarked band is 425 bp). (C) 
Liquid cultures of WT, marked and unmarked Olive mutants. (D) Spectrum showing the 
absorbance of the unmarked Olive mutant and WT cultures after 72 hr of growth. Values are 
the average of four biological replicates ± SE and are standardised to 750 nm (Vasudevan et 
al., 2019). [(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists. ASPB 
further grants to authors the permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of a work 
published in Plant Physiology® without fee for personal or classroom use]. 
3.4.3.1 Generating knock-in mutants  
Flexibility in designing level 1 insertion cassettes is needed when making 
knock-in mutants. Thus, for knock-in mutants the upstream and downstream 
sequences flanking the insertion site, and any required expression or marker 
cassettes, are first assembled into separate level 1 modules from UP FLANK 
and DOWN FLANK level 0 parts (Figure 3-1E, F). Seven level 1 modules can 
be assembled directly into Level T (Figure 3-2). Therefore, with a single pair 
of flanking sequences, up to five level 1 expression cassettes could be 
included in a Level T vector.  
Linker parts (20 bp) UP FLANK LINKER and DOWN FLANK LINKER were 
generated by Ravendran Vasudevan, to allow assembly of level 0 UP FLANK 
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and DOWN FLANK parts into separate level 1 acceptor vectors. Similarly, 
level 0 linker parts were generated for sacB and AbR (Figure 3-1H, I). Level 1 
vectors at different positions can then be assembled in level T (or M) containing 
one or more expression cassettes, an AbR of choice, or both sacB and AbR 
(Figure 3-2). 
Using this approach, CyanoGate can facilitate the generation of knock-in 
mutants using a variety of strategies. For example, if curing of the resistance 
marker is not an experimental requirement (e.g. Liberton et al., (2017)), only a 
single antibiotic resistance cassette needs to be included in level T. 
Alternatively, a two-step marked-unmarked strategy could be followed, as for 
generating knock-out mutants above. 
Whereas knock-out strategies can target particular loci, knock-in approaches 
often rely on recombination at designated ‘neutral sites’ within the genome of 
interest that can be disrupted with no or minimal impact on the growth 
phenotype (Ng et al., 2015; Pinto et al., 2015). Based on loci reported in the 
literature, we have assembled a suite of flanking regions including four that 
target neutral sites in Synechocystis (designated 6803 NS1-4) (Pinto et al., 
2015) (Appendix Table 8-1). Pinto et al. (2015) have qualitatively compared 
the impact of these four Synechocystis neutral sites assembled here under 
several different growth conditions, and observed that insertions at 6803 NS3 
and NS4 had no significant effect on growth compared to that of WT cultures, 
whereas insertions at NS2 and NS1 had small but significant effects depending 
on the growth conditions. Several studies have used 6803 NS3, for example, 
to engineer a Synechocystis strain for the bioremediation of microcystins 
(Dexter et al., 2018) and the development of T7 polymerase-based synthetic 
promoter systems (Ferreira et al., 2018).  
To validate our system, I generated a level T vector carrying the flanking 
regions for the cpcBA operon and an eYFP expression cassette (cpcBA-eYFP) 
(Figure 3-4A, B; Appendix Table 8-1). I successfully transformed this vector 
into our marked “Olive” Synechocystis mutant, and generated a stable olive 
mutant with constitutive expression of eYFP (Olive-eYFP) (Figure 3-4C).  
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Figure 3-4: Generating an unmarked knock-in mutant in Synechosystis sp. PCC 6803. 
(A) Assembly of level 1 modules cpcBA-UF (see Figure 3-1E) in the level 1, position 1 acceptor 
(L1P1), Pcpc560-eYFP-TrrnB (see Figure 3-1G) in L1P2 and cpcBA-DF (see Figure 3-1F) in L1P3. 
(B) Transfer of level 1 assemblies to level T vector cpcBA-eYFP for generating an unmarked 
ΔcpcBA mutant carrying an eYFP expression cassette. Following transformation and 
segregation on sucrose (ca. 3 weeks), an unmarked eYFP mutant was isolated (1,771 bp). 
(C) Fluorescence values are the means ± SE of four biological replicates, where each replicate 
represents the median measurements of 10,000 cells (Vasudevan et al., 2019). 
[(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists. ASPB further grants 
to authors the permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of a work published in 
Plant Physiology® without fee for personal or classroom use]. 
3.4.4 Characterising promoter parts in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
A wide selection of level 0 promoter parts, both synthetic and native to 
Synechocystis, were included in CyanoGate. Promoters were assembled as 
expression cassettes driving eYFP in replicative level T vector pPMQAK1-T to 
test for relative expression levels when conjugated into Synechocystis or 
UTEX 2973. I will only discuss expression levels pertaining to Synechocystis, 
as I took responsibility for planning the experiments and analysing the data for 
this strain.  
3.4.4.1 Promoters native to Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
Included in the CyanoGate kit were several promoters native to Synechocystis 
including rnpB promoter, PrnpB, from the Ribonuclease P gene (Huang et al., 
2010), a long version of the psbA2 promoter, PpsbA2L, from the Photosystem II 
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protein D1 gene (Lindberg et al., 2010; Englund et al., 2016) and the promoter 
of the C-phycocyanin operon, Pcpc560 (also known as PcpcB and PcpcBA) (Zhou 
et al., 2014). PrnpB and PpsbA2L were placed in front of RBS* (Heidorn et al., 
2011) (Figure 3-5A). To build on a previous functional characterisation of 
Pcpc560 (Zhou et al., 2014), John Malin assembled four variants of this strong 
promoter. Firstly, Pcpc560+A consisted of the promoter and the 4-bp MoClo 
overhang AATG. Secondly, Pcpc560 was truncated by one bp (A), so that that 
the start codon was aligned with the native Pcpc560 RBS spacer region length. 
Zhou et al. (2014) identified 14 predicted transcription factor binding sites 
(TFBSs) in the upstream region of Pcpc560 (-556 to -381 bp) and removal of this 
region resulted in a significant loss of promoter activity. However, alignment of 
the reported TFBSs showed their locations are in the downstream region of 
the promoter (-180 to -5 bp). John Malin identified 11 additional predicted 
TFBSs using Virtual Footprint (Münch et al., 2005) in the upstream region and 
hypothesised that the promoter activity may be modified by duplicating either 
of these regions. So thirdly, we generated Pcpc560_Dx2 containing a duplicated 
downstream TFBS region. For Pcpc560_Dx2, only the region between -31 to -180 
bp was duplicated to avoid repeating the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence. 
Fourthly, we duplicated the upstream region to generate Pcpc560_Ux2. We then 
assembled PrnpB, PpsbA2L and the four Pcpc560 variants with eYFP and the rrnB 
terminator (TrrnB) into a Level 1 expression cassette, and subsequently into a 
level T replicative vector (pPMQAK1-T) for expression analysis (Appendix 
Table 8-2).  
In Synechocystis the highest expressing promoter was Pcpc560 (Figure 3-5B), 
which indicated that maintaining the native RBS spacer region for Pcpc560 is 
important for maximising expression. Neither Pcpc560_Dx2 nor Pcpc560_Ux2 resulted 
in higher expression levels compared to that of Pcpc560. Pcpc560_Dx2–driven 
expression was strongly decreased compared to that of Pcpc560, suggesting 
that promoter function is sensitive to modification of the downstream region 
and this region could be a useful target for modulating Pcpc560 efficacy. Previous 
work in Synechocystis has suggested that modification of the middle region of 
Pcpc560 (-380 to -181 bp) may also affect function (Lea-Smith et al., 2014). 
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PpsbA2L produced lower expression levels than any variant of Pcpc560 in 
Synechocystis, whereas PrnpB produced the lowest expression levels. The 
observed differences in expression levels are consistent with those in other 
studies with Synechocystis (Camsund et al., 2014; Englund et al., 2016; Liu & 
Pakrasi, 2018).  
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Figure 3-5: Expression levels of cyanobacterial promoters in Synechocystis 
(A) Structure of the cyanobacterial promoters adapted for the CyanoGate kit. Regions of Pcpc560 
shown are the upstream transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) (-556 to -381 bp), middle 
region (-380 to -181 bp), and the downstream TFBSs, ribosome binding site (RBS) and spacer 
(-180 to -5 bp). (B) Expression levels of eYFP driven by promoters in Synechocystis calculated 
from measurements taken from 10,000 individual cells. Values are the means ± SE from at 
least four biological replicates after 48 hr of growth (average OD750 values for Synechocystis 
cultures were 3.5 ± 0.2). See Appendix Figure 8-2 for more info. (Figure adapted from 
Vasudevan et al. (2019) [(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright American Society of Plant 
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Biologists. ASPB further grants to authors the permission to make digital or hard copies of part 
or all of a work published in Plant Physiology® without fee for personal or classroom use]. 
3.4.4.2 Heterologous and synthetic promoters 
Alejandra Schiavon assembled a suite of twenty constitutive synthetic 
promoters in level 0 based on the modified BioBricks BBa_J23119 library of 
promoters (Markley et al., 2015), and the synthetic Ptrc10, Ptic10 and Ptac10 
promoters (Huang et al., 2010; Albers et al., 2015) (Appendix Table 8-1). We 
retained the broad-range BBa_B0034 RBS (AAAGAGGAGAAA) and lac 
operator (lacO) from Huang et al. (2010), for future lacI-based repression 
experiments (lacI and the PlacIQ promoter are included in the CyanoGate kit) 
(Bahl et al., 1977). We cloned eight new variants (J23119MH_V01-8) with 
mutations in the canonical BBa_J23119 promoter sequence (Figure 3-6A). 
We then tested the expression levels of eYFP driven by the synthetic 
promoters in Synechocystis following assembly in pPMQAK1-T (Figure 3-6B; 
Appendix Table 8-2) where the promoters demonstrated a 120-fold dynamic 
range. The highest expression levels were observed for J23119 and Ptrc10, but 
these were still approximately 50% lower than values for the native Pcpc560 
promoters (Figure 3-5B). The expression trends for the BBa_J23119 library 
were consistent with the subset reported by Camsund et al. (2014), whereas 
the observed differences between Ptrc10 and Pcpc560 were similar to those 
reported by Liu and Pakrasi (2018). 
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 1 
Figure 3-6: Expression levels of heterologous and synthetic promoters in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 2 
(A) Structure and alignment of eight new synthetic promoters derived from the BioBricks BBa_J23119 library and Ptrc10 promoter design (18). (B) 3 
Expression levels of eYFP driven by promoters in Synechocystis calculated from measurements taken from 10,000 individual cells. Values are 4 
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the means ± SE from at least four biological replicates after 48 hr of growth (average OD750 values for Synechocystis cultures were 3.5 ± 0.2). 5 
See Appendix Figure 8-2 for more info. (Figure adapted from Vasudevan et al. (2019) [(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright American Society of 6 
Plant Biologists. ASPB further grants to authors the permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of a work published in Plant Physiology® 7 
without fee for personal or classroom use].  8 
 9 
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3.4.5 The RK2 origin of replication is functional in Synechocystis 
Synthetic biology tools (e.g. gene expression circuits, CRISPR/Cas-based 
systems) are often distributed between multiple plasmid vectors at different 
copy numbers in order to synthesise each component at the required 
concentration (Bradley et al., 2016). The large RSF1010 vector is able to 
replicate in a broad range of microbes including gram-negative bacteria such 
as E. coli and several cyanobacterial species. However, for 25 years it has 
remained the only non-native vector reported to be able to self-replicate in 
cyanobacteria (Mermet-Bouvier et al., 1993). Recently, two small plasmids 
native to Synechocystis, pCA2.4 and pCB2.4, have been engineered for gene 
expression (Armshaw et al., 2015; Ng et al., 2015; Liu & Pakrasi, 2018). The 
pANS plasmid (native to PCC 7942) has also been adapted as a replicative 
vector, but so far it has been only shown to function in PCC 7942 and 
Anabaena PCC 7120 (Chen et al., 2016). Similarly, the high copy number 
plasmid pAQ1 (native to PCC 7002) has been engineered for heterologous 
expression, but up to now it has only been used in PCC 7002 (Xu et al., 2011). 
To expand the replication origins available for cyanobacterial research further 
we tested the capacity for vectors from the SEVA library to replicate in 
Synechocystis (Silva-Rocha et al., 2013).  
We acquired three vectors driven by three different replication origins 
[pSEVA421 (RK2), pSEVA431 (pBBR1) and pSEVA442 (pRO1600/ColE1)] 
and carrying a spectinomycin antibiotic resistance marker. These vectors were 
domesticated and modified as level T acceptor vectors, assembled and then 
transformed into Synechocystis by electroporation or conjugation. Only 
Synechocystis strains conjugated with vectors carrying RK2 (pSEVA421-T) 
grew on spectinomycin-containing plates (Appendix Table 8-1). To confirm 
that RSF1010 and RK2 replication origins can replicate autonomously in 
Synechocystis, we recovered the pPMQAK1-T or pSEVA421-T vector from 
lysates of axenic Synechocystis strains previously conjugated with each vector 
by transformation into E. coli. The identity and integrity of pPMQAK1-T and 
pSEVA421-T extracted from transformed E. coli colonies were confirmed by 
restriction digest and Sanger sequencing.  
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We then assembled two level T vectors with an eYFP expression cassette 
(Pcpc560-eYFP- TrrnB) to produce pPMQAK1-T-eYFP and pSEVA421-T-eYFP, 
which were conjugated into Synechocystis (Figure 3-7; Appendix Table 8-2). 
Both pPMQAK1-T-eYFP and pSEVA421-T-eYFP transconjugates grew at 
similar rates in 50 µg ml-1 kanamycin and 5 µg ml-1 spectinomycin, respectively 
(Figure 3-7A). However, eYFP levels were 8-fold lower in pSEVA421-T-eYFP, 
suggesting that RK2 has a reduced copy number relative to RSF1010 in 
Synechocystis (Figure 3-7B). We measured the heterologous plasmid vector 
copy number in strains expressing pSEVA421-T or pPMQAK1-T and 
estimated an average copy number per cell of 9 ± 2 and 31 ± 5, respectively 
(Figure 3-7C). The copy number for pPMQAK1-T was similar to values 
reported previously for RSF1010-derived vectors in Synechocystis (ca. 30) (Ng 
et al., 2000). Our results are also consistent with the lower copy numbers in E. 
coli for vectors with RK2 (4–7 copies) compared to those with RSF1010 (10–
12 copies) replication origins (Frey et al., 1992; Blasina et al., 1996). 
Furthermore, we compared the genome copies per cell between transformants 
and wild-type strains and found no significant differences - the average value 
was 11 ± 2, which is consistent with the typical range of genome copy numbers 
observed in Synechocystis cells (Zerulla et al., 2016).  
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Figure 3-7: Cell growth and expression levels of eYFP with the RK2 replicative origin in 
Synechocystis. 
(A) Growth of strains carrying RK2 (vector pSEVA421-T-eYFP), RSF1010 
(pPMQAK1-T-eYFP) or empty pPMQAK1-T, with cultures containing appropriate antibiotic 
selection. Growth was measured as OD750 under a constant illumination of 100 µmol photons 
m−2s−1 at 30°C. (B) Expression levels of eYFP after 48 hr of growth calculated from 
measurements taken from 10,000 individual cells. (C) Plasmid copy numbers per cell after 48 
hr of growth. Letters indicating significant difference (P < 0.05) are shown, as determined by 
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD tests. Values are the means ± SE of four biological 
replicates. (Figure adapted from Vasudevan et al. (2019) [(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright 
American Society of Plant Biologists. ASPB further grants to authors the permission to make 
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digital or hard copies of part or all of a work published in Plant Physiology® without fee for 
personal or classroom use]. 
3.4.6 Gene repression systems  
CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic) interference 
(CRISPRi) is a relatively new but well characterised tool for modulating gene 
expression at the transcription stage in a sequence-specific manner (Qi et al., 
2013; Behler et al., 2018). CRISPRi typically uses a nuclease deficient Cas9 
from Streptococcus pyogenes (dCas9) and has been demonstrated to work in 
several cyanobacterial species, including Synechocystis (Yao et al., 2016), 
PCC 7002 (Gordon et al., 2016); PCC 7942 (Huang et al., 2016) and 
Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 (Higo et al., 2018). A second approach for gene 
repression uses rationally designed small regulatory RNAs (srRNAs) to 
regulate gene expression at the translation stage (Na et al., 2013; Higo et al., 
2018). In one approach, the synthetic srRNA is attached to a scaffold to recruit 
the Hfq protein, an RNA chaperone that is conserved in a wide-range of 
bacteria and cyanobacteria, which facilitates the hybridization of srRNA and 
target mRNA, and directs mRNA for degradation. The role of cyanobacterial 
Hfq in interacting with synthetic srRNAs is still unclear (Zess et al., 2016). 
However, regulatory ability can be improved by introducing Hfq from E. coli 
into Synechocystis (Sakai et al., 2015). Both CRISPRi- and srRNA-based 
systems have potential advantages as they can be used to repress multiple 
genes simultaneously.  
3.4.6.1 dCas9 
To validate the CRISPRi system, we assembled an expression cassette for 
dCas9 (Pcpc560-dCas9-TrrnB) on the Level 1 position 1 vector pICH47732, and 
four different sgRNA expression cassettes (Ptrc10_TSS-sgRNA-sgRNA scaffold) 
targeting eYFP on the Level 1 position 2 vector pICH47742 (Engler et al., 
2014) (Appendix Table 8-2). For assembly of CRISPRi sgRNA expression 
cassettes in level 1, we targeted four 18–22-bp regions of the eYFP non-
template strand with an adjacent 3’ protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) of 5′-
NGG-3′, as required by S. pyogenes dCas9 (Figure 3-8:A). The sgRNA 
sequences contained no off-target sites in the Synechocystis genome 
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(confirmed by CasOT; (Xiao et al., 2014)). The sgRNAs templates were made 
by PCR using two complementary primers carrying the required overhangs 
and BsaI sites, and were assembled with Ptrc10_TSS promoter (pC0.203) and 
the sgRNA scaffold (pC0.122) (Figure 3-1K). Level T vectors were assembled 
carrying dCas9 and a single sgRNA, or just the sgRNA alone. We 
subsequently conjugated the Olive-eYFP mutant and tracked eYFP 
expression.  
Transconjugants carrying only the sgRNA showed no reduction in eYFP level 
compared to that in non-transconjugated Olive-eYFP (Figure 3-8:B). 
However, all strains carrying dCas9 and a sgRNA showed a decrease in eYFP 
that ranged from 40–90% depending on the sgRNA used. These reductions 
are similar to those observed previously in PCC 7002 and in Synechocystis 
(Gordon et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2016) and demonstrated that CRISPRi system 
is functional in the CyanoGate kit.  
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Figure 3-8: Gene regulation system using dCas9 CRISPRi in Synechocystis 
(A) Four target regions were chosen as sgRNA protospacers to repress eYFP expression in 
Olive-eYFP (Figure 3-4): ‘CCAGGATGGGCACCACCC’ (+31), 
‘ACTTCAGGGTCAGCTTGCCGT’ (+118), ‘AGGTGGTCACGAGGGTGGGCCA’ (+171) and 
‘AGAAGTCGTGCTGCTTCATG’ (+233). (B) eYFP fluorescence of Olive-eYFP expressing 
constructs carrying sgRNAs with and without dCas9 (representative of 10,000 individual cells). 
Untransformed Olive-eYFP and the Olive mutant were used as controls. Letters indicating 
significant difference (P < 0.05) are shown, as determined by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s 
HSD tests. Values are the means ± SE of four biological replicates. (Figure adapted from 
Vasudevan et al. (2019) [(www.plantphysiol.org) Copyright American Society of Plant 
Biologists. ASPB further grants to authors the permission to make digital or hard copies of part 
or all of a work published in Plant Physiology® without fee for personal or classroom use]. 
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3.4.6.2 ddCas12a and paired termini antisense RNA 
This section contains additional work that was not published with Vasudevan 
et al. (2019). 
The more recently discovered Cas12a (formerly Cpf1), has some advantages 
over Cas9, including a smaller size and apparent reduced toxicity (Zetsche et 
al., 2015; Gale et al., 2019a). Similar to dCas9, ddCas12a is a mutated variant 
where the DNase activity has been eliminated to make it ‘DNase dead’. 
ddCas12a has been used for CRISPRi applications in several organisms 
including the two cyanobacterial strains Synechocystis and UTEX 2973 (Knoot 
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020a). Unlike dCas9, ddCas12a possesses an RNase 
active catalytic site (RuvC-like domain), which enables ddCas12a to process 
its own guide strands (Zetsche et al., 2015; Fonfara et al., 2016). The 
enhanced abilities of ddCas12a conferred by the RNase activity have 
facilitated more elaborate gene repression studies, including the use of 
polycistronic guide strands that harbour sgRNAs for multiple target loci in a 
single expression cassette (Zhang et al., 2017). This potentially reduces the 
cloning complexity as fewer total expression cassettes are needed and thus 
fewer promoters and terminators are required (Figure 3-10A, B).  
In addition to the Hfq-mediated sRNA gene repression discussed above, 
expression of an antisense RNA (asRNA) is another sRNA-based method 
used for gene repression. This relies solely on the expression of an asRNA, 
which through complementation binds to the nascent mRNA transcript making 
it unavailable for translation by the ribosome. However, sRNAs are prone to 
rapid degradation by endogenous RNase, which results in poor knockdown 
efficiency. asRNAs with a ‘paired termini’ design, that is a complementary 
region of ~38 bp at the 5’ and 3’ termini of the transcript, allows the sRNA to 
form a loop that confers some resistance to degradation thus results in higher 
knockdown efficiency (Figure 3-10C). The paired termini antisense RNA 
(PTasRNA) design has been demonstrated to increase knockdown efficiency 
in E. coli by ~60% over ‘non-paired termini’ asRNA (Nakashima et al., 2006) 
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and produce knockdown efficiencies of ~85% in Synechocystis (Sun et al., 
2018b).  
We have shown for dCas9 that choice of guide strand is important as 
repression can vary significantly (Figure 3-8:B), which has also been 
demonstrated previously (Yao et al., 2016). It can be laborious to test several 
different guide strands for the best repression. I hypothesised that using the 
RNase activity of ddCas12a to facilitate the processing of a polycistronic guide 
strand carrying several individual guide strands may lead to better repression 
when compared to the repression from a single guide strand alone. I also 
hypothesised that combining the transcription repression of ddCas12a, with 
the translational repression of PTasRNA, can also lead to increased 
repression and less reliance on the requirement to screen multiple sgRNAs.  
 
Figure 3-9: Generating a marked eYFP expressing mutant in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 in neutral site 3. 
(A) Assembled level T vector NS3-Spec-eYFP-M (see Figure 3-1B) targeting neutral site 3 to 
insert SpecR and Pcpc560-eYFP in Synechocystis. Following transformation and segregation on 
50 µg/ml spectinomycin (ca. 1 month), a segregated marked mutant was isolated (WT band is 
500 bp, marked mutant band is 3,313 bp, 1-kb DNA ladder (NEB) is shown). (B) Fluorescence 
values are the means ± SE of four biological replicates, where each replicate represents the 
median measurements of 10,000 cells.   
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To test the repression of ddCas12a and PTasRNA in Synechocystis, I 
constructed the new marked mutant NS3-Spec-eYFP. Using the strategy 
above (Section 3.4.2), I created the level T vector NS3-Spec-eYFP-M, 
containing SpecR, Pcpc560-eYFP-TrrnB and the flanking regions for NS3  
(pC0.169 and pC0.170) (Figure 3-1B, Figure 3-2, Supplementary Table S1). 
On transformation and selection on 50 µg/ml spectinomycin, a fully segregated 
line was obtained after ~ 4 weeks and confirmed by PCR (Figure 3-9). 
The ddCas12a mutant E917A from Francisella novicida was a gift from Liu 
Yang (Liu et al., 2019). I assembled the expression cassette for ddCas12a 
(PJ23100-ddCas12a-TrrnB) into the Level 1 position 1 vector pICH47732 (Engler 
et al., 2014). Six expression cassettes were synthesised (Invitrogen 
GeneArt®), which included five containing either an individual sgRNA 
(Ptrc10_TSS-sgRNA), or all four in a polycistronic array (Ptrc10_TSS-sgRNA-Poly) 
as well as a PTasRNA expression cassette (Ptrc10_TSS-PTasRNA). 
Ptrc10_TSS-sgRNA and Ptrc10_TSS-sgRNA-Poly were designed so that on BpiI 
digestion, Level 1 position 2 vector pICH47742 overhangs GCAA-ACTA would 
be generated, and Ptrc10_TSS-PTasRNA was designed so that on BpiI digestion, 
Level 1 position 3 vector pICH47751 overhangs ACTA-TTAC would be 
generated (Engler et al., 2014). I designed the sgRNAs to target four loci within 
eYFP using Cas-Designer (http://www.rgenome.net/cas-designer/) adjacent to 
PAM 5′-TTN-3′ (Zetsche et al., 2015).  
Transconjugants carrying only the sgRNA showed no reduction in eYFP 
expression compared to the NS3-Spec-eYFP mutant carrying an empty vector, 
which was as expected and commensurate with dCas9 (Figure 3-8:B, Figure 
3-10D). For the strains carrying ddCas12a and a single sgRNA, the decrease 
in eYFP expression ranged from 0 – 85%. In contrast, the strain expressing all 
four sgRNA in the polycistronic array demonstrated only a 35% reduction 
(Figure 3-10D). A further unexpected result was the relative lack of reduction 
in eYFP expression from the strains carrying PTasRNA and the apparent 
attenuation in knockdown efficiency of ddCas12a-sgRNA when compared with 
the strains co-expressing PTasRNA in addition to ddCas12a-sgRNA.  
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Unfortunately I did not have further time to pursue these results. The next steps 
I would take to troubleshoot would be to test if the RNase activity of the 
ddCas12a is processing the guide strand RNA transcripts. I would have 
expected that the polycistronic guide array would have produced at least as 
good repression as ddCas12a-sgRNA +195. To do this, I would first use the 5’ 
Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) method. The RACE method 
generates cDNA from mRNA, starting from a known internal site to an 
unknown sequence at either the 5’ or 3’ ends of the mRNA. The known internal 
sequence would be any of the four sgRNAs and once the length and sequence 
of the cDNA had been determined, it would be possible to confirm whether 
ddCas12a was cleaving at the DR. Another consideration is the composition 
of the guide strands, specifically the GC content. A very recent yet non-peer 
reviewed article, has proposed that high GC composition can affect the 
efficiency of the RNA cleavage (Magnusson et al., 2021). They report that the 
secondary structure produced by a GC rich guide sequence transcript may 
obscure the cleavage site, and therefore reduce efficiency of the guide strand 
processing by Cas12a. The GC content of my guide strands are all >60%, so 
it is possible that the secondary structure due to higher GC content is reducing 
processing efficiency.  
The PTasRNA has also not worked as expected and no knockdown was 
demonstrated for any of these strains. My first approach would be to ascertain 
whether the PTasRNA is being expressed by performing an RNA extraction 
and reverse transcriptase reaction. On the cDNA, I would then do a regular 
PCR and electrophoresis gel to check for the presence of the asRNA. 
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Figure 3-10: Gene regulation system using ddCas12a CRISPRi and paired termini 
antisense  RNA in Synechocystis 
Figure not to scale. (A) Four regions were chosen as sgRNA target loci to repress eYFP 
expression in NS3-Spec-eYFP (Figure 3-9): ‘AATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGC’ (-1), 
‘ATCTGCACCACCGGCAAGCTGCC’ (+141), ‘GGCTACGGCCTGCAATGCTTCGC’ (+195) 
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and ‘TTCAAGTCCGCCATGCCCGAAGG’ (+252). Each sgRNA sequence is flanked 5’ and 3’ 
by the 19bp direct repeat (DR) sequence ‘AATTTCTACTGTTGTAGAT’ (Fonfara et al., 2016) 
(B) Schematic of polycistronic guide strand harbouring all four sgRNAs, each flanked by a DR 
(see above). (C) Schematic of the paired termini 
antisense RNA (PTasRNA), where the region targeting the eYFP mRNA (100nt) 
‘GAACTTGTGGCCGTTTACGTCGCCGTCCAGCTCGACCAGGATGGGCACCACCCCGGT
GAACAGCTCCTCGCCCTTGCTCACcattGAATTAATCTCCTAC’ is flanked by 
‘AGGAGGAATTAACCATGCAGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGC’ at the 5’ and the reverse 
compliment at the 3’ end of the expression cassette (blue lines). The complementation of the 
PTasRNA with the mRNA transcript causes formation of double stranded RNA, which is 
inaccessible to the ribosome for translation. (D) eYFP fluorescence of NS3-Spec-eYFP 
expressing constructs. Light grey represents strains carrying ddCas12a with sgRNAs, dark 
grey sgRNAs alone, brown PTasRNA with and without ddCas12a with sgRNAs. 
(representative of 10,000 individual cells). NS3-Spec-eYFP carrying an empty vector 
(pPMQAK-T) was used as the control (black bar). Letters indicating significant difference 
(P < 0.05) are shown, as determined by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD tests. Values are 
the means ± SE of four biological replicates. 
3.5 Conclusion 
The CyanoGate kit was designed to increase the availability of 
well-characterised libraries and standardised modular parts in cyanobacteria 
(Sun et al., 2018a). We aimed to simplify and accelerate modular cloning 
methods in cyanobacterial research and allow integration with the growing 
number of labs that rely on the established common plant and algal syntax for 
multi-part DNA assembly (Patron et al., 2015; Crozet et al., 2018). Here, we 
have demonstrated the functionality of CyanoGate in sufficient detail to show 
that it is straightforward to adopt and functionally robust in Synechocystis.  
CyanoGate includes parts for usage in other cyanobacterial species and could 
likely be utilised also in non-cyanobacterial microbes amenable to 
transformation (e.g. Rhodopseudomonas spp.) and adapted for use in 
subcellular eukaryotic compartments of prokaryote origin (e.g. chloroplasts) 
(Economou et al., 2014; Doud et al., 2017; Leonard et al., 2018). In addition to 
the parts discussed, we have also assembled a suite of 21 terminators 
(Appendix Table 8-1). To increase the accessibility and usability of the 
CyanoGate, we have included the vector maps for all parts and new acceptors 
(see Vasudevan et al. (1019)), implemented support for CyanoGate 
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assemblies in the online DNA “Design and Build” portal of the Edinburgh 
Genome Foundry (dab.genomefoundry.org) (Appendix Information 8-5), and 
submitted all vectors as a toolkit for order from Addgene (Addgene Kit 
#1000000146; www.addgene.org/kits/mccormick-cyanogate). 
Standardisation will help to accelerate the development of reliable synthetic 
biology tools for biotechnological applications and promote sharing and 
evaluation of genetic parts in different species and under different culturing 
conditions (Patron et al., 2015). Going forward, it will be important to test the 
performance of different parts with different components (e.g. gene expression 
cassettes) and in different assembly combinations. Several groups using plant 
MoClo assembly have reported differences in cassette expression and 
functionality depending on position and orientations (e.g. Ordon et al., (2017)), 
which highlights a key synthetic biology crux - the performance of a system is 
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Chapter 4 Genetic Modification of Cyanobacteria by 
Conjugation Using the CyanoGate Modular 
Cloning Toolkit 
4.1 Chapter Preface 
The following work was published in the Journal of Visualised Experiments3. 
As part of the CyanoGate project (see Chapter 3), we assembled and tested 
a suite of molecular parts and vectors for the engineering of cyanobacteria. To 
undertake this substantial work, there were several aspects including 
cyanobacterial conjugation, and growth and fluorescence experiments, that we 
had to optimise for this high throughput workflow to make the CyanoGate 
project possible. The Golden Gate cloning methodology does lend itself to high 
throughput testing owing to its ‘Lego-like’ modular assembly, thus we needed 
to develop new strategies to facilitate the growth and testing of many strains 
simultaneously. We were given the opportunity to publish our optimised 
protocols, which we felt was important to share with the community. If 
cyanobacterial synthetic biology is to progress at a reasonable pace, large 
scale parallel testing and characterisation is essential.  
This was a collaborative project, and the protocols are based on the 
experience gained and optimisations performed by Alejandra A. Schiavon and 
I during the large-scale characterisation experiments that generated the data 
for CyanoGate. I wrote the introduction, all authors contributed to the writing of 
the protocols and discussion. All authors edited and proof-read the manuscript. 
Alejandra A. Schiavon performed the practical demonstration for the 




3 Gale, G. A. R., Schiavon Osorio, A. A., Puzorjov, A., Wang, B., McCormick, A. J. Genetic 
Modification of Cyanobacteria by Conjugation Using the CyanoGate Modular Cloning Toolkit. 
J. Vis. Exp. (152), e60451, doi:10.3791/60451 (2019). 
4 available at: https://www.jove.com/t/60451 
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Here we provide an in depth and detailed set of protocols for the use of 
Golden Gate cloning, transfer of DNA by conjugation, and how to perform high 
throughput growth and fluorescence characterisation experiments using plate 
reader and flow cytometry in cyanobacteria, respectively. This knowledge was 
gained, and optimisations conducted during the work constructing the 
CyanoGate kit (See Chapter 3).  
Without strategies for conducting high throughput experiments, the synthetic 
biology paradigm may continue to lag in cyanobacteria with the ‘test phase’ 
causing a substantial bottle neck. This could result in this promising platform 
continuing to lag other model systems and failing to lead the way in the green 
biotechnology revolution. The optimised workflows detailed in this protocol are 
now standard practice in our lab, and these protocols have been applied to all 
subsequent work conducted in this thesis.  
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Chapter 5 Evaluation and Comparison of the Efficiency of 
Transcription Terminators in Different 
Cyanobacterial Species 
5.1 Chapter Preface 
The following work has been published in the journal Frontiers in 
Microbiology5. I conducted all cloning and performed all experiments. 
In Chapter 3, we developed and validated the CyanoGate molecular toolkit. 
The suite of modular parts included some transcription terminators, that were 
not characterised as part of the study. 
In this chapter, I adapted an established strategy for the characterisation of 
transcription terminators and generated a CyanoGate compatible molecular 
tool called pDUOTK1-L1. I validated pDUOTK1-L1 in Escherichia coli against 
published data and then characterised the behaviour of the library of 







5 Gale, G. A. R., Wang, B., & McCormick, A. J. (2021). Evaluation and Comparison of the 
Efficiency of Transcription Terminators in Different Cyanobacterial Species. Frontiers in 
Microbiology, 11, 3585. https://doi.org/10.3389/fmicb.2020.624011 
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5.2 Main text 
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5.3 Supplementary material 
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This chapter expands on the capabilities of the CyanoGate kit. In this chapter, 
I have improved on an established strategy and created and validated a new 
molecular tool for calculation of transcription terminator efficiency. This tool 
can be used in a wide variety of cyanobacterial species and any other 
organisms compatible with the RSF1010 origin of replication. I demonstrated 
the high throughput capability of Golden Gate cloning and evaluated 34 
terminators in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Synechococcus elongatus 
UTEX 2973. These results were compared to Escherichia coli and 
benchmarked to published data. We found that the library of terminators 
behaved differently between E. coli and the cyanobacterial species tested, but 
surprisingly, the termination efficiency was different between cyanobacterial 
strains. Our results indicated that there is likely more involved in the regulation 
of transcription termination than just the physicochemical properties of the 
RNA transcript, and further work will be required to elucidate. 
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Chapter 6 Designing and Characterising New Inducible 
Promoters and a Genetic Inverter in 
Cyanobacteria 
6.1 Introduction 
In this thesis so far, a large number of new tools for the control of gene 
expression in cyanobacteria have been described and characterised. 
Molecular parts for driving gene expression have thus far focused on 
constitutive promoters. To date, there have been a limited number of studies 
reporting heterologous transcription factor (TF) regulated expression systems 
(i.e. inducible promoters) in cyanobacteria, and even fewer that have 
demonstrated the desired attributes of an ‘ideal’ inducible expression system 
(see below). Inducible promoters that rely on expression of a heterologous TF 
have the advantage that the induction characteristics can be tuned by 
modulation of expression of the cognate TF (Merulla et al., 2013; Cameron & 
Collins, 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Fernandez-Rodriguez & Voigt, 2016). This is 
in contrast to the native Synechocystis inducible systems that rely on the 
respective cognate TF being expressed from the genome, where knockout 
lines would need to be generated for TF expression tuning to be possible (Peca 
et al., 2008; Blasi et al., 2012; Englund et al., 2016). 
Inducible promoters allow flexible control over gene expression, usually in 
response to the addition of a small molecule inducer. In an ideal system, there 
should be no basal expression without inducer, expression should increase in 
a dose-dependent manner with increasing inducer concentration, and the 
inducer molecule should be stable at the experimental conditions, as well as 
non-toxic and not metabolised (Kelly et al., 2018). Generally, there are two 
modes of action for TF-regulated promoters – activation and repression. 
Transcriptional activators are TF proteins, which in the presence of the 
cognate inducer, will undergo a conformation change and bind the promoter 
region to facilitate transcription initiation (positive transcriptional regulation) 
(Figure 6-1). Transcriptional repressors are TF proteins, which without the 
presence of the inducer, will bind the promoter region and block transcription 
elongation. On the addition of inducer, the repressor will undergo a 
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conformation change, release from the promoter region and transcription 
elongation can proceed (Figure 6-1).  
TF-regulated expression systems occur in nature and have evolved to allow 
organisms to respond to changes in environmental or metabolic state 
conditions. For example, L-rhamnose (PrhaBAD) and L-arabinose (PBADWT) 
induce TF-regulated expression in E. coli that, in the presence of these sugars, 
drive expression of the respective operons, expressing the enzymes required 
so that the cell may utilise these sugars as a carbon source (Casadaban, 1976; 
Ogden et al., 1980; Tobin & Schleif, 1987). Furthermore, several prokaryotes 
have developed resistance TF-regulated mechanisms that are induced when 
exposed to toxic metals (e.g. arsenic and mercury) (López-Maury et al., 2003; 
Silver & Phung, 2005; Boyd & Barkay, 2012). Many TF-regulated expression 
systems that respond to small molecule inducers have been ported into model 
species like E. coli and are now in common use as tools for conditional gene 
expression. Several strategies for the optimisation of these inducible 
promoters have been employed in E. coli. For instance, in E. coli, the PrhaBAD 
expression system exhibits transient expression as induction with L-rhamnose 
induces native metabolism, so synthetic non-metabolisable analogues 
(e.g. L-mannose and L-lyxose) were identified that induced expression from 
PrhaBAD  (Kelly et al., 2016). Other strategies have sought to modify wild-type 
expression systems by using a rational design and directed evolution 
approach. This has resulted in optimisation of the promoter and TF sequences 
and subsequent improvement of the induction characteristics e.g. dynamic 
range, and reduction of cross-reactivity to other inducers. For example, Meyer 
et al. (2019) recently undertook this approach to optimise a set of 12 
heterologous TF-regulated promoters for use in E. coli from various organisms 
including the promoter/repressor pairs PphlF/PhlF and Pvan/VanR from 
Pseudomonas fluorescens and Corynebacter glutamicum, respectively, and 
promoter/activator pairs Psal/NahR and PCin/CinR from Pseudomonas putida 
and Rhizobium leguminosarum, respectively.  
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Thus far in cyanobacteria (i.e. Synechocystis), only PrhaBAD has shown 
promising attributes as a TF-regulated inducible promoter. PrhaBAD has been 
reported to have low leakiness and dose-dependent induction to L-rhamnose, 
which in turn is not metabolised by the cell or degraded at experimental growth 
conditions (Kelly et al., 2018). However, of the remaining inducible promoters 
tested thus far in Synechocystis, none have demonstrated ideal 
characteristics.  Several metal ion inducible promoters have been reported, 
but in addition to the difficulties in tuning expression, these are difficult to work 
with as many of the inducers are present in the growth media (Peca et al., 
2008; Blasi et al., 2012; Englund et al., 2016; Behle et al., 2020). The TetR 
repressible promoter Ptet, which is used commonly in E. coli, has been 
investigated in different cyanobacterial species (including Synechocystis, 
Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 (hereafter PCC 7942) and Nostoc PCC 
7120). The Ptet/TetR system does demonstrate some desirable characteristics 
in cyanobacteria, such as low leakiness, tight repression and a high dynamic 
range. However, the inducer aTc (anhydrotetracycline) is photo-labile and as 
such, expression cannot be maintained for more than approximately 24 hours 
post induction in light grown cyanobacterial cultures (Huang & Lindblad, 2013; 
Huang et al., 2015; Zess et al., 2016; Behle et al., 2020). The 
vanillate-inducible promoter from C. glutamicum has recently been reported in 
Synechocystis in the form optimised for E. coli (PvanCC/vanR), but suffers a 
similar issue to that of Ptet/TetR, with only transient expression reported (Meyer 
et al., 2019; Behle et al., 2020). Variants of the IPTG inducible promoter, 
derived from Plac of the native lac operon from E. coli, have been tested in a 
number of cyanobacterial strains (including Synechocystis, PCC 7942 and 
Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002). However, due to low dynamic range and 
leakiness without the presence of inducer, use of this expression system in 
cyanobacteria is not ideal (Niederholtmeyer et al., 2010; Lan & Liao, 2011; 
Albers et al., 2015; Markley et al., 2015; Nozzi et al., 2017). Other TF regulated 
promoters have also been reported in Synechocystis, including PBADWT from 
E. coli and λPR of viral origin. However, reports between studies are conflicting; 
Immethun et al. (2017) reported that PBADWT responded to induction with 
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L-arabinose in a dose-dependent manner, whereas Ferreira et al. (2018) could 
not replicate this behaviour. The lambda promoter was initially reported to have 
no measurable output in Synechocystis but a subsequent study demonstrated 
robust expression (Huang et al., 2010; Ferreira et al., 2018). 
For the design and implementation of larger synthetic gene circuits, being able 
to regulate different promoters independently in the same cell is essential. For 
this, a series of orthogonal promoter systems are required. The lack of 
inducible expression systems that demonstrate ideal behaviours in 
cyanobacteria is a bottleneck to further synthetic gene circuit development.  
6.1.1 Aims 
In this chapter, I explored the use of four new heterologous TF-regulated 
promoters that have been well described in E. coli but are new to 
Synechocystis. I also attempted to re-characterise a selection of published 
TF-regulated promoters from the literature, to determine whether they might 
be useful for further consideration for synthetic gene circuit design.  
6.2 Materials and Methods 
6.2.1 Culture Conditions for Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
The Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 glucose tolerant (GT) strain (obtained from 
the Lea-Smith lab at the University of East-Anglia, UK) (Zavřel et al., 2017) 
was maintained on 1.5% (w/v) agar plates containing BG11 medium (Lea-
Smith et al., 2016). Liquid cultures were grown in BG11 (supplemented with 
10 mM NaHCO3) in 100 ml Erlenmeyer flasks. Liquid cultures were shaken at 
100 rpm and aerated with filter-sterilized, water-saturated air. Synechocystis 
transconjugants containing only pPMQAK1-T based vector were cultured in 
BG11 medium and on BG11 agar plates, supplemented with 50 µg/ml 
kanamycin (BG11+Kan50), media of transconjugants containing pSEVA421-T 
based vectors were supplemented with 10 µg/ml spectinomycin 
(BG11+Spec10), and media of co-conjugated strains containing both 
pPMQAK1-T and pSEVA421-T based vectors were supplemented with 50 
µg/ml kanamycin and 10 µg/ml spectinomycin (BG11+Kan50+Spec10). 
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Strains were grown under continuous light at 30°C, 100 μmol photons m-2 s-1 
in a Multitron Pro incubator supplied with warm white LED lighting (Infors HT). 
6.2.2 Chemical Inducers 
Master stocks of all chemical inducers were made in advance and stored 
at -20°C with the exception of vanillic acid, which was made fresh for each 
experiment. Serial dilution of the master stock was performed, to achieve the 
desired working stock solution concentration. To initiate induction, 50 µl of 
working inducer solution was added to 1950 µl Synechocystis culture. 









diacetylphloroglucinol) DMSO 25 mM 
Cambridge BioScience 
(16345-100 mg-CAY) 
Sodium salicylate  H2O 1 M 
SIGMA-ALDRICH CO LTD 
(S3007-500G) 
3‐OH‐C14:1‐HSL  DMSO 10 mM 
Sigma-Aldrich 
(51481) 
L-rhamnose H2O 0.5 M 
MP Biomedicals, LLC 
(210280910) 
L-arabinose H2O 1 M 
MP Biomedicals, LLC 
(0210070680) 




6.2.3 Vector Construction and Parts Assembly 
All cloning was performed in OneShot TOP10 E. coli cells. Transformed cells 
were cultured in LB medium and on 1.5% (w/v) LB agar plates supplemented 
with either 100 µg/ml spectinomycin, 100 µg/ml carbenicillin, or 50 µg/ml 
kanamycin as required. E. coli strain MC1061 was cultured in LB medium 
supplemented with 100 μg/ml ampicillin and 25 μg/ml chloramphenicol. All 
E. coli strains were grown at 37°C with shaking at 225 rpm. All PCR products 
were gel purified using a Monarch DNA Gel Extraction Kit (NEB) unless 
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otherwise stated. All PCR amplified sequences were verified with Sanger 
sequencing. 
Promoter parts (except PBADWT) were generated by overlap extension PCR (Q5 
High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB)) using two synthesised oligonucleotides 
(Integrated DNA Technology) (Appendix Table 8-4) so that on digestion with 
BsaI (NEB), overhangs GGAG-TACT were generated. The sequence 
encoding eYFP-TrrnB from the CyanoGate vector pCAT.262 was amplified 
using Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) so that on digestion with BsaI 
(NEB), overhangs TACT-CGCT were generated. The promoter part (PCR 
product used without further purification) and eYFP-TrrnB were then assembled 
together into Level 1 position 1 acceptor vector pICH47732 to form Promoter-
eYFP-TrrnB using Golden Gate assembly (Engler et al., 2014). The test 
construct for PBADWT was assembled by amplification of the sequence encoding 
araC-PBADWT (from DNA available in the Wang Lab) and ligating to eYFP-TrrnB 
as above (see section 6.3.3.1.2). 
The Inducible Promoter x-eYFP-TrrnB assemblies were then used as templates 
and fused with a ‘junction sequence’ and cognate TF expression cassette, so 
that the TF expression cassette was in the reverse orientation relative to the 
cognate promoter to form TF-Inducible-Promoter x-eYFP-TrrnB. Junction 
sequences were constructed that harboured a terminator, and promoter with 
RBS associated sequence in the reverse orientation to form the TF expression 
cassette. The junction sequences were generated by overlap extension PCR 
(Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB)) using four synthesised 
oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technology) (Appendix Table 8-4) and the 
PCR fragments were used without further purification. On digestion with BpiI 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), overhangs GCTT-TACT and TACT-CGCT were 
generated and fragments were ligated into a holding vector (3U + Ter 
acceptor - pICH41276) for use as a template for subsequent assemblies. 
Sequences encoding Inducible-Promoter x-eYFP-TrrnB, the ‘junction 
sequence’, and the respective TF coding sequence (from vectors available in 
the Wang Lab), were amplified using Q5 High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) 
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(Appendix Table 8-4) and ligated into Level 1 position 1 acceptor vector 
pICH47732 using Golden Gate assembly (Engler et al., 2014). The level 1 
assemblies were then assembled into pPMQAK1-T for conjugation into 
Synechocystis (Vasudevan et al., 2019).  
To assemble the genetic inverter/NOT gates, the sequences encoding 
rhaS-PrhaBAD and phlFAM, and PphlF-eYFP-TrrnB were amplified using Q5 
High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) (Appendix Table 8-4) and ligated into 
Level 1 position 1 acceptor vector pICH47732 to form rhaS-PrhaBAD-phlFAM and 
Level 1 position 2 acceptor vector pICH47742 respectively, using Golden Gate 
assembly (Engler et al., 2014). rhaS-PrhaBAD-phlFAM and PphlF-eYFP-TrrnB were 
subsequently assembled into pPMQAK1-T for conjugation into Synechocystis. 
For the construction of the two vector NOT Gate/genetic inverter (NOT_Dual), 
rhaS-PrhaBAD-phlFAM and PphlF-eYFP-TrrnB were assembled into pPMQAK1-T 
and pSEVA421-T, respectively.  
For the degradation tag NOT gate variants, the tag coding sequences were 
added 3’ to phlFAM using primers and Gibson-AQUA assembly (Beyer et al., 
2015)  (Sigma Aldrich) (Appendix Table 8-4). rhaS-PrhaBAD-phlFAM-DT and 
Level1 position 1 acceptor backbone were amplified using Q5 High-Fidelity 
DNA Polymerase (NEB). The fragment sizes were verified by running 5 µl on 
an electrophoresis gel, then the remainder of the PCR product was treated 
with DpnI (NEB) and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour followed by an inactivation 
step of 85°C for 20 minutes. The PCR products without any further treatment 
were combined in the ratio 3 µl backbone to 7 µl insert and incubated at room 
temperature for 1 hour after which 5 µl was transformed by heat shock into 
E. coli TOP10. 
Five additional NOT gate variants were constructed by altering the RBS 
associated with phlFAM. Using rhaS-PrhaBAD-phlFAM-TrrnB as the template, two 
fragments rhaS-PrhaBAD- and -phlFAM-TrrnB were amplified using Q5 
High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB), and the RBSs was modified using 
(Appendix Table 8-4). The two fragments were assembled into Level 1 
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position 1 acceptor vector pICH47732 and assembled into pPMQAK1-T as 
above. 
6.2.4 Cyanobacterial Conjugation 
Genetic modification by conjugation in PCC 6803 was facilitated by E. coli 
strain MC1061 carrying the mobilizer vector pRK24 (www.addgene.org/51950) 
and helper vector pRL528 (www.addgene.org/58495) (Tsinoremas et al., 
1994; Gale et al., 2019). Conjugal transfer was performed as in Gale et al. 
(2019). For co-conjugation, the pSEVA421-T based vector was transferred into 
a transconjugant strain already harbouring a pPMQAK1-T based vector that 
had been washed three times with fresh BG11 media.  
6.2.5 Fluorescence Assays 
To measure fluorescence in Synechocystis, transconjugants maintained on 
agar plates were first inoculated into 10 ml BG11 medium supplemented with 
appropriate antibiotic and grown for 2-3 days to OD750 ~1.0. To initiate the 
assay, the seed cultures were diluted to a starting OD750 of 0.2 in 24-well plates 
(Costar Corning Incorporated) containing fresh BG11 medium supplemented 
with appropriate antibiotic to a final volume of 2 ml. Cultures were grown for 
three days under culturing conditions and high humidity (95%) to avoid 
evaporation and OD750 was measured using a FLUOstar OMEGA microplate 
reader (BMG Labtech). eYFP fluorescence were measured by flow cytometry 
for individual cells (minimum 10,000 cells per culture) with an Attune NxT Flow 
Cytometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were gated using forward and side 
scatter. Median eYFP fluorescence levels were calculated from 
excitation/emission wavelengths 488 nm/ 515-545 nm. An ‘empty’ 
pPMQAK1-T vector, or co-conjugated pPMQAK1-T and pSEVA421-T (i.e. with 
no eYFP expression cassettes) was included as a base line control. 
Fluorescence values for the latter control were subtracted from transconjugant 
strain measurements unless otherwise stated.  
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6.3 Results and Discussion  
6.3.1 Generating vectors for screening and characterisation of inducible 
and repressible expression systems  
To screen the heterologous TF-regulated expression systems in 
Synechocystis, I first assembled each promoter sequence with eYFP to 
generate an inducible promoter expression cassette 
(e.g. inducible promoter X-eYFP-TrrnB). I subsequently assembled the latter 
cassette with the respective cognate TF expression cassette, to generate a 
pPMQAK1-T plasmid carrying both the TF cassette and inducible promoter 
cassette (Figure 6-1A, Materials and Methods) for conjugation into 
Synechocystis (Vasudevan et al., 2019). A set of TF-regulated promoters were 
chosen that were available in the Wang lab and also well described in E. coli 
(Table 6-2). For the promoters described by Meyer et al. (2019), the 
ribozyme-based insulator sequence RiboJ that is used in their promoter 
designs, was not included. There was limited information on the effect of RiboJ 
on expression in cyanobacteria, with one study reporting that expression was 
reduced with inclusion of RiboJ for one out of four species that they tested 
(Taton et al., 2014). The vanillate-inducible promoter was the only exception, 
as this had been characterised in Synechocystis with inclusion of RiboJ.  
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Figure 6-1: Test Constructs Used and Mode of Action of Transcription Activators and 
Repressors 
(A) Two different construct design types were assembled for testing transcription factor (TF) 
regulated promoters (PTF) in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The left construct comprises PTF 
driving reporter eYFP, with an expression cassette for the cognate TF driven by a constitutive 
promoter (PC), in the reverse orientation and isolated by a junction terminator. The right 
comprises a test construct without co-expressed TF. (B) For transcription activation, the gene 
for the transcription activator (TA) is driven by PC. Without addition of inducer (small black 
circles), expressed TA does not interact with the cognate promoter sequence (PTA) and there 
is no transcription activation. On addition of inducer, TA undergoes a conformation change, 
which then interacts with PTA and transcription is activated. For transcriptional repression, the 
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gene for the transcription repressor (TR) is driven by PC. Without addition of inducer, 
expressed TR binds to the cognate promoter sequence (PTR) and blocks transcription. On 
addition of inducer, TR undergoes a conformation change, which then releases PTR, and 
transcription can occur (i.e. without co-expression of TR, PTR is constitutive).  
6.3.2 Investigation and characterisation of novel repression and 
activation expression systems in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
Four transcription factor regulated promoters new to cyanobacteria, consisting 
of two repressors and two activators, were chosen for testing that were 
available in the Wang Lab. During the initial experiments, unexpected growth 
defects were observed with the strains supplemented with inducer that had 
been prepared with DMF (dimethylformamide) as the solvent. From the 
literature, DAPG (2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol) and 3‐OH‐C14:1‐HSL 
(N-(3-hydroxy-7-cis tetradecenoyl)‐l‐homoserine lactone) are reported to use 
DMF as the solvent for the master stock (Meyer et al., 2019). A growth 
experiment was conducted where Synechocystis harbouring an empty vector 
was subjected to varying concentrations of DMF, as well as ethanol (EtOH) 
and DMSO (dimethyl Sulfoxide). The growth experiment demonstrated that 
addition of DMF, even at the very low concentration of 0.25%, caused lack of 
growth in Synechocystis, whereas the strains exposed to either EtOH or 
DMSO grew similarly to the control culture (Figure 6-2). Therefore, DMSO was 
used in place of DMF, as it is commonly used and often interchanged with 
DMF. 
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Figure 6-2: Growth of strains supplemented with DMF demonstrated severe growth 
defects. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). 
Cultures were supplemented with either varying concentration of DMF, or a single 
concentration of DMSO or ethanol (EtOH). Error bars represent ± standard error of the mean 
of four biological replicates. 
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Table 6-2: List of Promoter Variants Evaluated in This Study 
All promoter variants were assembled into pPMQAK1-LT for evaluation in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Materials and Methods). All promoters, except ParsR, 
were assembled with and without the respective cognate transcription factor (TF) (Figure 6-1A), the promoter and RBS for each TF expression cassette are 
listed, with expression system mode of action (Figure 6-1B) and organism the promoter originated. PBADWT was assembled with the native constitutive promoter 
(PC). ParsR was not assembled with the cognate TF as no expression was observed (see section 6.3.2.1.1). 




Inducer Mode of Action Origin References 
ParsR_32 ParsR_B0032 
N/A N/A (ArsR) arsenic repressor E. coli 
(Wan et al., 
2019) ParsR_34 ParsR_B0034 




(Meyer et al., 
2019) 
PphlF(114_TF)) PphlF_B0034 PJ23114_B0032-phlFAM 
PhlFAM 
PphlF(101_TF) PphlF_B0034 PJ23101_B0032-phlFAM 






PsalTTC(114_TF) PsalTTC_B0034 PJ23114_B0032-nahRAM 
NahRAM 
PsalTTC(101_TF) PsalTTC_B0034 PJ23101_B0032-nahRAM 






PCin(114_TF)) PCin_B0034 PJ23114_B0032-cinRAM 
CinRAM 
PCin(101_TF) PCin_B0034 PJ23101_B0032-cinRAM 
PrhaBAD PrhaBAD_B0034 PJ23101_B0032-rhaS Rhas L-rhamnose activator E. coli 
(Kelly et al., 
2018) 






PvanCC PvanCC_RiboJ_RBS* PJ23100_RBSVan3-vanR VanR vanillate repressor Corynebacter 
glutamicum 
(Meyer et al., 
2019) 
λPR (No TF) λPR _B0034 N/A N/A 
N/A repressor viral origin  
(Ferreira et al., 
2018) λPR (101_TF) λPR _B0034 PJ23101_B0032-cI CI 
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To screen the TF repressed promoters, the promoter cassette was first 
screened for fluorescence expression in the absence of the cognate TF 
cassette. In the latter expression system, the promoter should act constitutively 
(i.e., be ‘continuously on’) without co-expression of the TF (Figure 6-1B).  
6.3.2.1.1 Arsenic-inducible promoter from E. coli 
The arsenic responsive promoter, ParsR, native to E. coli drives the ars operon, 
which is involved in arsenic resistance (Shi et al., 1996). In the absence of 
arsenic (i.e. arsenite [AsIII]), a dimer of the cognate TF ArsR binds to a 
recognition site within the promoter region, thus blocking transcription. In the 
presence of arsenic, ArsR undergoes a conformational change, which 
releases the DNA thus lifting the transcription blockade allowing transcription 
elongation and expression to occur. Systems that confer arsenic resistance 
are present in other organisms including Synechocystis, but the native arsBHC 
operon from Synechocystis has been reported to be evolutionarily distinct from 
that of E. coli (López-Maury et al., 2003). On comparison of the ArsR 
homologues from Synechocystis and E. coli, these isoforms demonstrate low 
homology (Figure 6-3A). In addition to the non-homologous ArsR, the single 
operator site from E. coli ‘ACTTACACATTCGTTAAGT’ compared to tandem 
operator sites from Synechocystis, which are comprised of two identical 
sequences ‘ATCAAGTTTTTTTGATG’ separated by 12 bp (López-Maury et al., 
2003), are also distinct and it is likely that ParsR from these two organisms are 
orthogonal.  
Two ParsR constructs were tested, one with the relatively weak RBS 
BBa_B0032, and one with the strong RBS BBa_B0034 (Table 6-2) (Englund 
et al., 2016). Although orthogonality was assumed, I tested these constructs 
with and without arsenic induction to preclude any possibility of cross-talk 
between the native Synechocystis ArsR homologue and ParsR from E. coli. 
Measurements from ParsR strains showed a slight increase in fluorescence 
when compared to the empty vector negative control, but no significant 
difference in expression was observed (Figure 6-3B). An arsenite [AsIII] 
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concentration of 500 µM was chosen, as this had previously been 
demonstrated to de-repress and induce transcription from the native ParsR in 
Synechocystis and also cause no growth defects (López-Maury et al., 2003; 
Sure et al., 2016). Growth of the induced strains were comparable to the 
uninduced and empty vector strains (Appendix Figure 8-3). These constructs 
were tested in E. coli where fluorescence was observed (Figure 6-3C). The 
E. coli cultures were supplemented with arsenite [AsIII] as TOP10 harbours 
arsR in the genome. These results indicate that ParsR from E. coli does not 
drive sufficient transcription to be detected over background fluorescence in 
Synechocystis. I therefore did not test ParsR with its cognate TF, ArsR (Figure 
6-1) and removed ParsR from further analyses.  
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Figure 6-3: The arsenic-inducible promoter ParsR from E. coli does not drive expression 
in Synechocystis. 
(A) ArsR isoforms in Synechocystis and E. coli. were aligned using EMBOSS Needle 
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/), which produced a shared identity of 
29.4% and similarity of 46.0%.  (B) Expression levels of eYFP at three time points (24, 48 and 
72 hours). The induced strains are supplemented with 500 µM arsenite [AsIII].  
Autofluorescence from the empty vector is shown and has not been subtracted from 
fluorescence measurements from the other strains. Error bars represent the ± standard error 
(SE) of the mean of four biological replicates, where each replicate represents the median 
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measurement of at least 10,000 cells measured by flow cytometry. For each time point, 
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s honestly significant difference test was performed and no 
significant difference was found between any strains and the empty vector at each time point 
(P<0.05).  (C) Expression levels of eYFP in E. coli after ~7 hours growth. Cultures were 
supplemented with 1 µM arsenite [AsIII]. Fluorescence was measured in a plate reader and 
normalised to OD600. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates. 
6.3.2.1.2 DAPG-inducible promoter from Pseudomonas fluorescens 
The DAPG-inducible promoter PphlF, native to Pseudomonas fluorescens, 
drives expression of the operon phlACBD, which encodes the synthetic 
pathway for DAPG synthesis i.e. DAPG is a positive autoregulator for phlACBD 
and its own synthesis (Abbas et al., 2002). PphlF is repressed by its cognate TF 
PhlF, which in the absence of DAPG, dimerises and binds to the operator site 
ph0 and in turn blocks transcription. In the presence of DAPG, PhlF undergoes 
a conformational change, releasing the DNA, thus lifting the transcription 
blockade allowing transcription elongation and expression to occur. PhlF is a 
TetR family repressor, homologues of which have been identified in many 
prokaryotic species but not cyanobacteria (Ramos et al., 2005). Since initial 
identification and characterisation, the wild-type repressor PhlF has been 
further optimised for use in E. coli, yielding the promoter/repressor pair 
PphlF/PhlFAM that demonstrated an increase in dynamic range and a reduction 
is cross-reactivity (Meyer et al., 2019).  
First, the strain harbouring PphlF-eYFP-TrrnB was tested for fluorescence 
expression to determine whether the promoter without co-expression of PhlFAM 
would generate measurable fluorescence in Synechocystis. As fluorescence 
expression was observed, the strains harbouring phlFAM-PphlF-eYFP-TrrnB were 
constructed and transferred by conjugation into Synechocystis for testing 
(Table 6-2). First, PphlF(101_TF) was tested with addition of DAPG in the range 
0 – 25 µM. Without addition of DAPG, fluorescence expression from 
PphlF(101_TF) was reduced to undetectable levels, indicating that PhlFAM was 
being expressed, tightly repressing PphlF and blocking transcription (Figure 
6-4A). Induction with up to 25 µM DAPG did not produce any measurable 
fluorescence (Figure 6-4A), which is the maximum inducer concentration 
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reported for use in E. coli  (Meyer et al., 2019). PhlFAM is a strong repressor 
and high expression can lead to difficulties in de-repression, even with the 
addition of DAPG. Therefore PphlF(114_TF) was tested, where phlFAM is driven 
by the weak promoter PJ23114 (Table 6-2) (Section 3.4.4.2). DAPG 
concentration was increased up to 250 µM, which is 10 times the maximum 
level used in E. coli and no induction of fluorescence expression was observed 
(Figure 6-4A). Growth of all strains was comparable to the empty vector 
control (Appendix Figure 8-4). Without co-expression of PhlFAM, PphlF has 
demonstrated robust expression at similar levels to PJ23111 and PV02 (Section 
3.4.4.2), and with co-expression of PhlFAM, fluorescence expression was 
repressed to levels that were undetectable in Synechocystis. However, despite 
the robust expression and tight repression, on addition of DAPG, it was not 
possible to de-repress PphlF. One possibly is that DAPG was not entering the 
cell at a sufficient concentration to cause the required confirmational change 
in PhlFAM. These constructs were tested in E. coli where fluorescence was 
observed on induction with DAPG (Figure 6-4B). Nonetheless, there are a 
very limited number of tight repressors thus far reported in Synechocystis so 
the PphlF/PhlFAM promoter/repressor pair is potentially a valuable addition. If 
PhlFAM is driven by an inducible expression system, this would create a 
trans-acting repressor, which are useful in the design of synthetic gene circuits 
(Stanton et al., 2014; Nielsen et al., 2016a). 
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Figure 6-4: DAPG-inducible promoter PphlF from Pseudomonas fluorescens drives 
expression and is tightly repressed in Synechocystis 
(A) PphlF(114_TF) and PphlF(101_TF) represent PphlF-eYFP-TrrnB with co-expression of PhlFAM 
driven by PJ23114 and PJ23101, respectively (Table 6-2).  Expression levels of eYFP at three time 
points (24, 48 and 72 hours) with different concentrations of DAPG. Error bars represent ± SE 
of four biological replicates, where each replicate represents the median measurement of at 
least 10,000 cells measured by flow cytometry. (B) Expression levels of eYFP in E. coli after 
~7 hours growth. Cultures were supplemented with 25 µM DAPG. Fluorescence was 
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6.3.2.2 Activators  
Screening for inducible promoters where the mode of action is ‘activation’ is 
more challenging compared to repressible systems, as transcription should 
only be activated in the presence of both the cognate TF and inducer (Figure 
6-1B). Therefore, induction requires both appropriate expression of the TF and 
efficient intracellular uptake of the inducer. To screen activators, variants of 
the TF-Promoter-eYFP-TrrnB construct (Figure 6-1A) were tested with different 
promoters driving expression of the TF expression cassette (Table 6-2) with 
increasing inducer concentrations. 
6.3.2.2.1 Salicylate-inducible promoter from Pseudomonas putida 
The positive transcriptional regulator NahR was mined from Pseudomonas 
putida, where in the presence of salicylate, transcription is activated from 
promoters Pnah and Psal. Pnah and Psal drive the operons nahA-F and nahG-M, 
respectively. nahA-F encodes six enzymes that metabolise naphthalene into 
salicylate and pyruvate and nahG-M encodes eight enzymes that metabolise 
salicylate into intermediates of the Krebs cycle, allowing P. putida to utilise 
naphthalene as the sole carbon source (Dunn & Gunsalus, 1973; Schell, 
1983). The wild-type promoter/activator pair Psal/NahR has been further 
optimised for use in E. coli to form PsalTTC/NahRAM (Meyer et al., 2019). Before 
testing this promoter, I first searched the Synechocystis genome for 
homologues of NahRAM using BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990, 1997). Only one 
protein was identified with any similarity (WP_010871778.1). However, with an 
E-value of 1 ×  10−4, similarity was low resulting in a score of 40 and maximum 
percentage identity of 23.25%. 
Three different strains were tested, one without TF co-expression and two 
variants with either PJ23114 or PJ23101 driving expression of NahRAM (Table 6-2). 
Strains were grown for 72 hours and fluorescence and OD750 measurements 
were taken every 24 hours. Growth between strains, both induced and 
uninduced, was similar (Figure 6-5). Fluorescence measurements compared 
between strains were also similar, with the strain harbouring PsalTTC(No_TF) 
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showing similar expression to both PsalTTC(114_TF) and PsalTTC(101_TF) with 
or without the presence of inducer (Figure 6-6A).  
 
Figure 6-5: Growth of strains harbouring PsalTTC variants in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
varying concentration of salicylate (0 –20 mM). 
These constructs were tested in E. coli where the strains without induction did 
demonstrate some fluorescence indicating the promoter is leaky. On induction, 
a four-fold change was observed for both variants (Figure 6-6B). NahRAM is a 
transcriptional activator, no expression should be observed from 
PsalTTC(No_TF). This indicates the possibility that PsalTTC has some cross-talk 
with native signalling pathways and thus lack of orthogonality in 
Synechocystis. These results suggested that PsalTTC was not useful for further 
consideration for use as an inducible expression system in Synechocystis.  
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Figure 6-6: The salicylate-inducible promoter PsalTTC from Pseudomonas putida drives 
expression in Synechocystis irrespective of transcription factor or inducer. 
(A) Expression levels of eYFP at three time points (24, 48 and 72 hours) with supplementation 
of different concentrations of sodium salicylate. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological 
replicates, where each replicate represents the median measurement of at least 10,000 cells 
measured by flow cytometry. (B) Expression levels of eYFP in E. Coli after ~7 hours growth. 
Cultures were supplemented with 100 µM sodium salicylate. Fluorescence was measured in 
a plate reader and normalised to OD600. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates. 
6.3.2.2.2 Quorum sensing promoter PCin from Rhizobium leguminosarum 
The positive transcriptional regulator CinR, from the cinRI gene cluster from 
Rhizobium leguminosarum was identified as being part of the innate 
quorum-sensing (QS) system that contains two genes, cinI and cinR. R. 
leguminosarum forms a symbiotic relationship with legumes and is involved in 
the formation of nitrogen-fixing root nodules (Allan Downie & González, 2014). 
QS systems have evolved to regulate these complex symbiotic interactions, 
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some of which respond to several derivates of 
N-acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL) (Wisniewski-Dyé & Downie, 2002). In the 
presence of the AHL derivative 3‐OH‐C14:1‐HSL, CinR activates the 
expression of CinI, which in turn produces 3-OH-C14:1-HSL (Lithgow et al., 
2000). The increase in AHL concentration that this positive feedback loop 
generates is sensed by the bacteria and subsequently regulates population 
growth. The CinR transcriptional activator has been optimised for E. coli to 
form Pcin/CinRAM (Meyer et al., 2019). Before testing this promoter, I first 
searched the Synechocystis genome for homologies of CinR using BLASTP 
(using default settings) (Altschul et al., 1990, 1997), no proteins were identified 
with significant similarity. Three different strains were tested (Table 6-2), with 
OD750 and fluorescence measurements taken every 24 hours for 72 hours after 
induction. Growth between strains, both induced and uninduced was similar 
(Appendix Figure 8-5). When comparing fluorescence of the PCin containing 
strains to the empty vector, no expression above that of background 
autofluorescence was observed (Figure 6-7A). The maximum inducer 
concentration reported for used in E. coli is 10 µM (Meyer et al., 2019), inducer 
concentration was increased to 250 µM in Synechocystis with no resulting 
expression. As with PphlF, one possibly is that 3-OH-C14:1-HSL does not enter 
the cell in sufficient concentrations to facilitate transcriptional activation by 
CinRAM. These constructs were tested in E. coli where fluorescence was 
observed on induction with 3‐OH‐C14:1‐HSL (Figure 6-7B). As no output was 
achieved with PCin/CinRAM, this was not considered for further use in 
Synechocystis.   
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Figure 6-7: The quorum sensing promoter Pcin from Rhizobium leguminosarum does 
not drive expression in Synechocystis. 
(A) Expression levels of eYFP at three time points (24, 48 and 72 hours) with different 
concentrations of 3‐OH‐C14:1‐HSL. Dark brown bars represent autofluorescence from the 
empty vector and that has not been subtracted from the other strains. Error bars represent 
± SE of four biological replicates, where each replicate represents the median measurement 
of at least 10,000 cells measured by flow cytometry. For each time point, ANOVA followed by 
Tukey’s honestly significant difference test was performed and no significant difference was 
found between any strains and the empty vector (P<0.05).  (B) Expression levels of eYFP in 
E. Coli after ~7 hours growth. Cultures were supplemented with 10 µM 3‐OH‐C14:1‐HSL. 
Fluorescence was measured in a plate reader and normalised to OD600. Error bars represent 
± SE of four biological replicates. 
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6.3.3 Verification and characterisation of selected existing inducible 
promoters used in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
Of the four new inducible expression systems bested in Synechocystis 
(see section 6.3.2), none exhibited ideal behaviour. Accordingly, to progress 
synthetic gene circuit designs, selected inducible promoters from the literature 
were constructed and characterised.  
6.3.3.1.1 L-rhamnose-inducible promoter from E. coli 
The L-rhamnose inducible system from E. coli consists of the promoter PrhaBAD 
and its transcriptional activator RhaS. PrhaBAD/RhaS has been well 
characterised in Synechocystis (Kelly et al., 2018; Behle et al., 2020). To 
characterise this system, rhaS-PrhaBAD-eYFP-TrrnB was constructed with the 
low-medium strength constitutive promoter PJ23101 driving expression of RhaS. 
To test the response to L-rhamnose induction, cultures were induced with 
varying concentration of L-rhamnose (0 – 3.8 mM) at the start of the 
experiment, and fluorescence and OD750 were measured every 24 hours for 
96 hours. Without induction, very low expression was observed (405 ± 41 a.u.), 
indicating a very low level of leakiness. A maximum fluorescence expression 
of 59864 ± 886 a.u. was achieved at 96 hours following induction with 1.7 mM 
L-rhamnose. This represented a 160-fold induction and a similar output to the 
strong Pcpc560 promoter (see section 3.4.4.1). These results are similar when 
compared to Behle et al. (2020) who reported a 143-fold or 165-fold induction 
when RhaS was expressed with PJ23119 or PJ23111, respectively. In our hands, 
the L-rhamnose inducible expression system demonstrated a robust and 
reliable dose-response behaviour, with low leakiness and no observed 
negative effects on culture growth (Appendix Figure 8-6). Thus, the 
expression system was a good candidate for further synthetic gene circuit 
design.  
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Figure 6-8: The L-rhamnose-inducible promoter from E. coli drives robust expression 
in Synechocystis in a dose-dependent manner. 
Expression levels of eYFP at four time points (24, 48, 72 and 96 hours) with different 
concentrations of L-rhamnose (log10 scale). Error bars represent ± SE of four biological 
replicates, where each replicate represents the median measurement of at least 10,000 cells 
measured by flow cytometry. 
6.3.3.1.2 L-arabinose-inducible promoter from E. coli 
The L-arabinose-inducible promoter PBADWT from E. coli is regulated by the 
cognate TF AraC. PBADWT has been previously characterised in Synechocystis 
but with conflicting reports. Immethun et al. (2017) reported PBADWT as a useful 
inducible expression system. Although weak output was demonstrated on 
addition of L-arabinose, induction was reliable and in a dose-dependent 
manner. In a subsequent study in Synechocystis, PBADWT was shown to 
produce similar levels of expression with and without the addition of 
L-arabinose (Ferreira et al., 2018). The experimental design did vary between 
studies, with the former using araC-PBADWT where AraC was expressed by the 
native constitutive promoter from the E. coli operon araBAD (PC) (Casadaban, 
1976), and the latter expressed AraC using the native PrrnB from 
Synechocystis. To attempt to reproduce the former L-arabinose 
dose-dependent response, I used the wild-type PBADWT promoter, where araC 
is under the control of the native constitutive promoter, PC (Schleif, 2010), and 
where L-arabinose concentration of 5 mM produced the maximum 
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fluorescence signal after 72 hours growth (Immethun et al., 2017). L-arabinose 
concentrations up to 20 mM were added at the beginning of the experiment 
and fluorescence and OD750 measurements were taken at 24, 48 and 72 hours. 
Growth was similar between cultures (Appendix Figure 8-7) and weak 
fluorescence expression was observed at each time point independent of 
L-arabinose induction (Figure 6-9A). In contrast, the same construct tested in 
E. coli produced the expected behaviour, where fluorescence was only 
detected after induction with L-arabinose (Figure 6-9B). It is unclear why 
dose-dependent expression with L-arabinose cannot successfully be 
replicated in Synechocystis with PBADWT, but one strategy to further explore 
would be to express AraC with a series of different strength constitutive 
promoters to determine whether this has any effect on the does-dependent 
response of PBADWT to L-arabinose in Synechocystis. This strategy was not 
pursued here due to time constraints.  
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Figure 6-9: Dose-dependent expression of the PBADWT promoter from E. coli cannot be 
replicated in Synechocystis 
(A) Expression levels in Synechocystis of eYFP at three time points (24, 48 and 72 hours) with 
different concentrations of L-arabinose. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates, 
where each replicate represents the median measurement of at least 10,000 cells measured 
by flow cytometry. (B) Expression levels of eYFP in E. Coli after induction with L-arabinose 
after ~7 hours growth. Fluorescence was measured in a plate reader and normalised to OD600. 
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6.3.3.1.3 Vanillate-inducible promoter from Corynebacter glutamicum 
The vanillate-inducible promoter from Corynebacter glutamicum is comprised 
of Pvan and its cognate repressor VanR. This system has been optimised for 
use in E. coli to form PvanCC/VanR (Meyer et al., 2019) and has recently been 
characterised in Synechocystis, where expression was reported to be 
dose-dependent but transient (Behle et al., 2020). To attempt to reproduce and 
confirm the previous vanillate dose-dependent response, the same sequences 
for the promoter and 5’ UTR of PvanCC and vanR was used. This includes the 
RiboJ and RSB* in the 5’ UTR upstream of eYFP, and PJ23100 with the designer 
RBSVan3 driving expression of VanR (Table 6-2) (Behle et al., 2020). To test 
the response to vanillate, cultures were induced with varying concentration 
(0 – 2000 µM) at the start of the experiment and fluorescence and OD750 were 
measured every 24 hours for 72 hours. All strains grew similarly irrespective 
of the presence of inducer (Appendix Figure 8-8). Without induction, no 
expression was observed, indicating that PvanCC is tightly repressed by VanR 
in the absence of vanillate in Synechocystis. Maximum fluorescence 
expression of 948 ± 14 a.u. was observed at 24 hours after induction with 
2000 µM vanillate, after 48 hours there was a marked reduction in expression 
for all cultures, with all expression returning to background levels by 72 hours 
(Figure 6-10A). These results follow a similar pattern to those reported in 
Synechocystis for the lower induction concentrations (100 – 500 µM), where a 
reduction in expression was reported between 24 and 48 hours after induction. 
However, this differs from the higher inducer concentrations (1000 – 2000 µM), 
where expression was reported to be maintained between 24 and 48 hours 
and declining at 72 hours (Behle et al., 2020). Their study also reported a 
16-fold induction at 48 hours after the addition of 2000 µM vanillate, whereas 
I observed a 41-fold induction at 24 hours after the addition of 2000 µM 
vanillate. After induction, Behle et al. reported that all fluorescence reduced to 
background levels after a maximum of 90 hours, indicating that at best, PvanCC 
expression is transient, and output is not maintained over time. The results 
here differ slightly in that expression peaked by 24 hours as opposed to 48 
hours, with subsequent reduction to background levels ~24 hours earlier than 
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reported. There are some differences in experimental design, here cultures 
were grown at 100 μmol m−2s−1 of continuous light rather than 80 μmol m−2s−1 
and our expression vector backbone contained a kanamycin resistance 
cassette rather than spectinomycin. Nonetheless, both characterisations 
demonstrated that the PvanCC/VanR system did not maintain expression after 
induction at two different growth conditions in Synechocystis. I chose not to 
pursue further work with this promoter, as the transient nature of expression is 
less useful for synthetic gene circuit design. 
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Figure 6-10: Expression from the vanillate-inducible promoter PvanCC is not sustained in 
Synechocystis. 
(A) Expression levels in Synechocystis of eYFP at three time points (24, 48, and 72hours) with 
different concentrations of vanillate (B) Vanillate dose-response at 24 hours (x-axis is shown 
as log10 scale). Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates, where each replicate 
represents the median measurement of at least 10,000 cells measured by flow cytometry. 
6.3.3.1.4 The promoter λPR from bacteriophage lambda 
Lastly, the CI repressible promoter λPR, from bacteriophage lambda was 
characterised. This promoter plays an important part in the life-cycle of the 
bacteriophage, with repression of λPR establishing and maintaining latency. 
This is a repressible system only, with no small molecule inducer. Like PBADWT 
above, the reports regarding the function of λPR in Synechocystis are 
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conflicting with one study reporting no measurable unrepressed output (Huang 
et al., 2010), and another more recent study reporting robust expression 
20-fold higher than the native PrnpB without co-expression of CI, and 99% 
reduction with co-expression of CI (Ferreira et al., 2018). To test this promoter, 
λPR was assembled with eYFP, with and without a cI expression cassette 
driven by PJ23101 (Figure 6-1A, Table 6-2). Co-expression of CI did not affect 
growth, with all strains growing similarly (Appendix Figure 8-9). Fluorescence 
expression was robust, with levels similar to that of PJ23111 (Figure 6-11, 
Section 3.4.4.2), and the relative values are similar with a ~22x higher 
expression from λPR compared to PrrnB at 48 hours (Section 3.4.4.1) (Ferreira 
et al., 2018). When compared to the strain co-expressing CI, fluorescence was 
repressed to below detectable levels. These results gave confidence that the 
λPR promoter was functional, and that repression is tight and stable when CI 
is co-expressed in Synechocystis, making this a potentially useful 
promoter/repressor pair for future synthetic circuit design.  
 
Figure 6-11: Promoter λPR of viral origin demonstrates robust expression and tight and 
stable repression in the presence of the CI repressor in Synechocystis. 
(A) Expression levels of eYFP at three time points (24, 48 and 72 hours) with and without 
co-expression of CI in Synechocystis. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates, 
where each replicate represents the median measurement of at least 10,000 cells measured 
by flow cytometry. 
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6.3.4 Introducing an L-rhamnose powered genetic inverter to 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
6.3.4.1 Generating and testing a genetic inverter circuit 
A genetic inverter, or NOT gate, is a circuit that is comprised of one input and 
one output. The circuit inverts the input signal so that when the input is ‘ON’, 
the output is ‘OFF’, and vice versa (Figure 6-12A). Following on from the 
TF-regulated inducible promoter systems I screened in sections 6.3.2 and 
6.3.3, I constructed a NOT gate with the input module based on the 
L-rhamnose inducible promoter system (rhaS-PrhaBAD) and the output module 
based on the PphlF/PhlFAM promoter/repressor pair. rhaS-PrhaBAD was chosen 
as it demonstrated reliable induction coupled with sustained output over time 
and with very low measured leakiness (Figure 6-8). The PphlF/PhlFAM 
promoter/repressor pair was chosen because repression was robust with 
co-expression of PhlFAM leading to undetectable fluorescence levels (Figure 
6-4). This robust repression in Synechocystis coupled with its use as a NOT 
gate output in E. coli  (Stanton et al., 2014) made PphlF/PhlFAM a promising 
candidate pair for the design and construction of a NOT gate in Synechocystis. 
For ease of detection, eYFP was chosen as the output signal for all NOT gate 
variants tested. Values are reported at 72 hours unless otherwise stated. This 
was to allow PrhaBAD to reach sufficient level of expression after induction 
(Figure 6-8). 
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Figure 6-12: Schematic of the L-rhamnose powered NOT gate. 
(A) The logical symbol for a NOT gate is shown, with the corresponding truth table. (B) 
Schematic of one and two vector NOT gates. The input comprises rhaS-PrhaBAD driving 
expression of PhlFAM. The output comprises PphlF driving expression of the reporter eYFP. On 
induction with L-rhamnose, expressed PhlFAM will repress the PphlF promoter, and stop eYFP 
expression. Without L-rhamnose induction, PphlF will remain unrepressed and eYFP 
expression will occur. For the single vector NOT gate, both the input and output are encoded 
onto a single vector harbouring the RSF1010 origin of replication (ori). The two vector NOT 
gate splits the input and output modules, the former being encoded onto a vector harbouring 
RK2 ori, and the latter is encoded onto the RSF1010 based vector.  
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The input for the first NOT gate was constructed so that phlFAM was assembled 
downstream of rhaS-PrhaBAD fused with BBa_B0032 to form rhaS-PrhaBAD-phlF. 
eYFP was assembled with PphlF fused with BBa_B0034 to generate the output 
PphlF-eYFP and both input and output modules were assembled into a single 
pPMQAK1-T vector to form NOT_Single (Table 6-3, Figure 6-12B) (Materials 
and Methods). The PphlF(No_TF) strain was used as a control to represent the 
theoretical maximum NOT gate expression i.e. unrepressed PphlF-eYFP 
without the presence of PhlFAM (Figure 6-4). 
Table 6-3: List of NOT Gate Input Modules Tested 
List of NOT gate input module variants based on rhas-PrhaBAD. DT1 and DT2 represent 
‘Synechocystis 6803’ and ‘Synechocystis 6803***’ with amino acid sequences 
‘AANNIVSFKRVAIAA’ and ‘AANNIVSFKRVAGGG’ respectively (Landry et al., 2013).  
* Designer RBS created by Alejandra A Schiavon. 
Name Promoter RBS 
Transcription 

















NOT_Single was induced with 1mM L-rhamnose and demonstrated the 
desired response with no detectable eYFP expression. Although the 
uninduced strain showed fluorescence levels that were reduced by ~90% 
when compared to the control (Figure 6-13A). This indicated that leakiness 
from the input module was expressing sufficient PhlFAM in the absence of the 
inducer to significantly reduce the output. I then plotted the response function 
of NOT_Single with a range of L-rhamnose induction concentrations. At 24 
hours, fluorescence expression compared to no L-rhamnose and increasing 
rhamnose concentrations was flat, with a constant expression of ~200 a.u. for 
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all inducer concentrations. Thus, no NOT gate function was observed at 
24 hours (Figure 6-13B). This is likely because rhaS-PrhaBAD had not started 
expressing sufficient PhlFAM to completely repress expression from the output. 
At 48 and 72 hours, NOT gate function was demonstrated, with the maximum 
expression observed without induction, then falling with increasing inducer 
concentration and reaching undetectable levels at 0.04 and 0.06 mM 
L-rhamnose respectively (Figure 6-13B). Although NOT gate function was 
observed, due to the poor uninduced output from NOT_Single, further 
optimisations were attempted to increase expression levels for the uninduced 
output.  
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Figure 6-13: PrhaBAD leakiness causes reduced output of NOT gates in Synechocystis 
(A) Expression levels of eYFP at 72 hours after induction with 1 mM L-rhamnose of NOT gate 
variants compared to PphlF(No_TF) control in Synechocystis. (B) Response function measured 
by eYFP fluorescence of NOT_Single at 24, 48 and 72 hours after induction of L-rhamnose 
0-1 mM. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates, where each replicate 
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Two strategies for optimisation were pursued: the first was to lower the number 
of transcripts produced by rhaS-PrhaBAD from the input in the uninduced state. 
The second targeted translation, either by adding a degradation tag (DT) to 
increase protein turnover and reduce accumulation, or changing the RBS 
associated with PhlFAM to tune protein expression down by attenuating the 
translation initiation rate (TIR). In cyanobacterial research, the most common 
means of tuning gene expression at the transcriptional level has been the use 
of different strength constitutive promoters. One common strategy for tuning 
gene expression at the transcriptional level used in E. coli relies on encoding 
modules of a gene circuit onto different plasmids with varying copy number. 
This allows the tuning of gene expression so a module that requires increased 
expression would be encoded in a higher copy number plasmid, and a module 
where decreased expression is desired, a lower copy number plasmid would 
be considered (Bradley et al., 2016). Up until recently, RSF1010 was the only 
heterologous origin of replication shown to self-replicate in cyanobacteria, that 
all non-native vectors were based (e.g. pPMQAK1-T) (Mermet-Bouvier et al., 
1993; Vasudevan et al., 2019). In section 3.4.5, I characterised the origin of 
replication RK2, which self-replicates in Synechocystis and has a lower copy 
number compared to RSF1010 of 9 ± 2 and 31 ± 5 per cell, respectively.  
Here, the input and output modules were split so that the input was encoded 
on pSEVA421-T (harbouring RK2 ori), and the output was encoded onto 
pPMQAK1-T, to make NOT_Dual (Table 6-3, Figure 6-12B). On induction of 
NOT_Dual with 1mM L-rhamnose, there was no detectable eYFP expression 
and NOT gate behaviour was observed (Figure 6-13A). In contrast to 
NOT_Single, the uninduced strain showed an output that was reduced by 
~80% when compared to the control. Thus the uninduced expression of 
NOT_Dual had shown a 100% improvement when compared to the 
NOT_Single. Nevertheless, the uninduced output was still significantly 
reduced compared to the control strain (Figure 6-13A).  
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6.3.4.2 NOT gate optimisation via protein expression modulation  
Next, two new input modules were generated by fusing the coding sequences 
of two different DTs downstream of phlFAM (Table 6-3). For NOT_DT1 and 
NOT_DT2, uninduced output was recovered to 100% and 90% compared to 
the control, whereas for the induced strains, fluorescence expression was 
reduced only by 28% and 35%, respectively (Figure 6-14A). This indicated 
that either PhlFAM was being degraded too quickly leading to insufficient levels 
to repress PphlF in the output, or that the addition of the DT fusion had effected 
the protein so that it no longer bound as efficiently to the PphlF operator sites 
(Figure 6-14A). To test this, alternative DTs with lower activity could be tested. 
However, this was not pursued due to time constraints.  
Lastly, five different variants of the input module were tested in the single 
vector configuration, varying the RBS associated with phlFAM (Table 6-3, 
Materials and Methods). Previous work in the McCormick lab has 
demonstrated that these RBS variants produced reduced fluorescence levels 
that ranged from 8 to 48% compared to BBa_B0032 (Schiavon Osorio, 
unpublished). All NOT gates RBS variants were induced with 1 mM 
L-rhamnose. Remarkably, on induction, the fluorescence levels for 
NOT_RBS0 and NOT_RBS31 were reduced to below background levels and 
the uninduced expression was ~90% and 100%, respectively when compared 
to the control (Figure 6-14B). Thus, both NOT_RBS0 and NOT_RBS31 
demonstrated robust NOT gate function, with NOT_RBS31 demonstrating 
‘perfect function’, with no observed deficit in uninduced output. These results 
indicated that the leakiness of expression of PhlFAM was at a sufficiently low 
level so as to not impair uninduced expression for OT_RBS31. The uninduced 
output of NOT_RBS0, was also considerably improved compared to 
NOT_Single and NOT Dual, with only ~10% reduction in fluorescence 
expression when compared to the control, indicating that PhlFAM expression in 
the uninduced state had also been substantially reduced (Figure 6-13A, 
Figure 6-14B). NOT_RBS18 did demonstrate similar expression to the control 
in the uninduced state, but on induction, fluorescence expression was only 
reduced by ~15% suggesting that the levels of PhlFAM were too low for 
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sufficient repression of the output to occur. Fluorescence levels of 
NOT_RBS33 were reduced by ~15% when compared to the control, but in 
both the induced and uninduced states, whereas NOT_RBS35 showed almost 
no expression in both the induced and uninduced states (Figure 6-14B). It is 
unclear why NOT_RBS33 demonstrated this behaviour. The behaviour of 
NOT_RBS35 suggests that fusing BBa_B0035 with PhlFAM, leads to high 
expression of the transcriptional repressor and the output is repressed even 
without the presence of the inducer.  
The NOT gate variants presented here based on the L-rhamnose inducible 
expression system and promoter/repressor pair PphlF/PhlFAM have several 
advantages over other NOT gates reported in cyanobacteria. The existing 
NOT gates have outputs based on Pvan and Ptrc2O and inputs that are designed 
with a constitutive promoter driving the cognate TF (VanR and LacI, 
respectively), where TF expression is controlled by the inclusion of a 
theophylline-responsive riboswitch (Taton et al., 2017). The use of a 
theophylline-responsive riboswitch to control expression of the transacting TF 
allows only limited potential for expression modulation. If differential 
expression of the TF was required, new variants would need to be assembled. 
Whereas, expressing the TF-repressor with an inducible system such as 
rhaS-PrhaBAD, allows for a large dynamic range with no additional cloning 
requirements (See Figure 6-8;Figure 6-13B). Pvan is not an ideal promoter for 
construction of the output modules as PVan has a low output when compared 
to PphlF (see Figure 6-4; Figure 6-10). Ptrc2O is also not ideal as despite robust 
expression in the absence of LacI, fluorescence was still detected with 
co-expression of the TF-repressor (Camsund et al., 2014). The leakiness of 
Ptrc2O, even with co-expression of LacI, is likely the cause of detection of low 
levels of fluorescence, even when the NOT gate was supplemented with 
theophylline (Taton et al., 2017).  
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Figure 6-14: Modulation of transcription factor protein expression can rescue NOT gate 
function. 
(A) Expression levels of eYFP at 72 hours after induction with 1 mM L-rhamnose of 
degradation tag NOT gate variants (Table 6-3) compared to PphlF(No_TF) control (see Figure 
6-4) in Synechocystis . (B) Expression levels of eYFP at 72 hours after induction with 1 mM 
L-rhamnose of the RBS NOT gate variants (Table 6-3) compared to PphlF(No_TF) in 
Synechocystis. Error bars represent ± SE of four biological replicates, where each replicate 
represents the median measurement of at least 10,000 cells measured by flow cytometry.  
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The lack of reliable inducible expression systems is a substantial bottleneck in 
cyanobacterial synthetic biology and synthetic gene circuit research. In this 
chapter, four heterologous TF-regulated expression systems new to 
cyanobacteria and four existing systems from the literature have been 
evaluated in Synechocystis. The new promoter/repressor pair PphlFPhlFAM was 
identified that demonstrated robust expression, with corresponding tight 
repression when the TF-repressor was co-expressed.  
The PphlF/PhlFAM expression system in E. coli is induced by the presence of 
DAPG (Meyer et al., 2019). However, despite induction with DAPG up to 
10-times that used in E. coli, and modulation of intracellular PhlFAM 
concentration, it was not possible to demonstrate fluorescence on induction 
with DAPG when PhlFAM was co-expressed.  
A series of genetic inverter NOT gates were constructed based on the reliable 
L-rhamnose inducible promoter rhaS-PrhaBAD. Variants of the NOT gate input 
were constructed where rhaS-PrhaBAD was used to express PhlFAM. The output 
consisted of PphlF driving expression of eYFP. Several methods were used to 
optimise NOT gate function including both transcriptional and translational 
modulation of PhlFAM expression. I demonstrated that choice of RBS appears 
to have a large impact on NOT gate function and should be further explored. 
Additional RBS variants could lead to a suite of NOT gates with varying 
outputs, thus useful for differential expression of a target gene. The NOT gate 
described in this chapter, improved on those available from the literature, with 
higher maximum uninduced output, more tightly repressed induced output,  
and more flexibility for modulation of expression.  
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Chapter 7 Concluding Remarks 
Cyanobacteria show great potential as a chassis for the production of 
high-value chemicals and the green biotechnology revolution. However, 
despite recent advances and the increase in molecular tool availability, this 
great potential is still to be fully realised. Several hurdles existed that needed 
to be overcome including the relative lack of ‘off the shelf’ molecular tools for 
modulation of gene expression compared to model heterotrophic chassis 
e.g. Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This is exacerbated by 
the fact that molecular tools do not behave in a predictable way when ported 
to cyanobacteria, and each part must first be characterised and evaluated in 
the cyanobacterial species in question. Core to synthetic biology is the 
paradigm of design-build-test; each of these steps has led to bottlenecks in 
cyanobacterial research. In this thesis, I have expanded the synthetic biology 
toolkit and optimised protocols for high-throughput testing in cyanobacteria.  
Firstly, we designed and constructed CyanoGate, a large suite of well 
characterised molecular parts for the engineering of cyanobacteria. 
CyanoGate was designed to harness the power of the Golden Gate cloning 
syntax. Golden Gate methodology enables part sharing and reusability, ease 
of assembly and automation compatibility, helping to alleviate the bottlenecks 
associated with the build cycle. During our work building and testing 
CyanoGate, we had to design and optimise strategies for the high-throughput 
testing of many cyanobacterial strains in parallel, which we have shared with 
the community.  
Secondly, building on CyanoGate, I adapted and improved an existing strategy 
for testing the efficiency of intrinsic transcription terminators and applied this 
to cyanobacteria. Transcription terminators are important control elements in 
the regulation of gene expression, with studies limited to the model specie 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 only. Using high-throughput Golden Gate cloning 
and experimental testing strategies, we tested a set of heterologous and 
synthetic transcription terminators across three different species, which 
comprised the model heterotroph E. coli, and the two model cyanobacteria 
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Synechocystis and Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973. We discovered that 
transcription terminators do not only behave differently between heterotrophic 
E. coli and photosynthetic cyanobacteria, but the behaviour also differs 
between the two cyanobacterial strains.  
Lastly, I investigated several heterologous transcription factor regulated 
expression systems new to cyanobacteria. If synthetic gene circuit research is 
to prosper in cyanobacteria, the identification and characterisation of novel 
conditional gene expression systems is essential. I identified the new 
repressor PhlFAM, that tightly bound its cognate promoter sequence (PphlF) so 
that expression was efficiently repressed when PhlFAM was co-expressed. 
Combining PphlF/PhlFAM with the efficient L-rhamnose inducible expression 
system in Synechocystis, allowed me to construct a series of functional genetic 








Chapter 8 Appendices 
8.1 Appendix I For Chapter 3 
 
Appendix Figure 8-1: Comparison of growth for Synechocystis, PCC 7942 and UTEX 
2973 under different culturing conditions. 









Appendix Figure 8-2: Growth and expression levels of heterologous and synthetic 
promoters in Synechocystis and UTEX 2973. 
(A) Synechocystis and UTEX 2973 were cultured for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light 
(100 µmol photons m-2 s-1) and 40°C with 300 µmol photons m-2 s-1, respectively 




(see Figure 3-6). (B) Expression levels of eYFP are shown at three time points (24, 48 and 72 
hr after inoculation). Values are the means ± SE from at least four biological replicates where 








Appendix Table 8-1: Table of all parts from CyanoGate kit generated in this work. 
Domestication refers to the removal of BsaI and/or BsiI sites (modifications are indicated in sequence maps provided in Supplemental Information S4). 




Backbone Domesticated Selection Notes References 
Acceptors 
       
  
Level T 
       
  
1 pCAT.000 pPMQAK1-T T TGCC GGGA pPMQAK1 yes AmpR, KanR Modified BioBrick vector, RSF1010-derived ori.   Huang et al., 2010 
2 pCAT.011 pSEVA421-T T TGCC GGGA pSEVA421 yes SpecR Modified SEVA vector, RK2 ori vector. Silva-Rocha et al., 2013 
3 pCAT.015 pUC19A-T T TGCC GGGA pUC19 yes AmpR Modified pUC19 vector. Yanisch-Perron et al., 1985 
4 pCAT.334 pUC19S-T T TGCC GGGA pUC19 yes SpecR Modified pUC19 vector. Yanisch-Perron et al., 1985 
Level 0 
       
  
1 pCA0.001 Prom TSS 
acceptor 
0 GGAG TAGC pICH41331 yes SpecR Acceptor for promoters truncated to transcription start site.  This study 
2 pCA0.002 pSB4K5 prom 
acceptor 
0 GGAG AATG pSB4K5 yes KanR Acceptor for promoters, low copy number,pSC101 ori.  Shetty et al., 2008 
  
         
  
Linkers 
       
  
1 pC0.116 Unmark LINKER 0 AATG GCTT pICH41308 no SpecR 
See Fig. 1. This study 
2 pC0.117 UP FLANK 
LINKER 
0 AATG CGCT pICH41331 no SpecR 
3 pC0.118 DOWN FLANK 
LINKER 
0 GGAG GCTT pICH41331 no SpecR 
4 pC0.119 sacB UP LINKER 0 GGAG AATG pICH1295 no SpecR 
5 pC0.120 AbR DOWN 
LINKER 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH1276 no SpecR 
6 pC0.121 AbR UP LINKER 0 GGAG AGGT pICH41331  no SpecR 
  
         
  
Parts 
       
  
1 pC0.008 eYFP 0 AATG GCTT pICH41308 yes SpecR eYFP fluorescent marker (CDS).  Huang et al., 2010 
2 pC0.009 eYFP+deg-tag 0 AATG GCTT pICH41308 yes SpecR eYFP with a C-terminal protein degradation tag (CDS). Huang et al., 2010;  
Landry et al., 2013 
 




3 pC0.161 eYFP C-term tag 0 TTCG GCTT pAGM1301 yes SpecR eYFP (-C terminal tag). Huang et al., 2010 
4 pC0.017 dCas9 0 AATG GCTT pICH41308 yes SpecR Catalytically deactivated Cas9 (dCas9) (CDS). 
(www.addgene.org/44249) 
Qi et al., 2013 
5 pC0.018 dCas9+deg-tag 0 AATG GCTT pICH41308 yes SpecR dCas9 with a C-terminal protein degradation tag (CDS). Landry et al., 2013 
6 pC0.026 sacB 0 AATG AGGT pICH41258 yes SpecR Levansucrase expression cassette (CDS). Lea-Smith et al., 2016 
7 pC0.027 AbRKan 0 AGGT GCTT pICH41264 no SpecR Antibiotic resistance (AbR) cassette for Kanamycin. Lea-Smith et al., 2016 
8 pC0.028 AbRSpec 0 AGGT GCTT pICH41264 no SpecR AbR cassette for Spectinomycin. Kulkarni and Golden 1997 
9 pC0.029 AbREry 0 AGGT GCTT pICH41264 no SpecR AbR cassette for Erythromycin. Cai and Wolk, 1990 
10 pC0.286 AbRChl 0 AGGT GCTT pICH41264 no SpecR AbR cassette for Chloramphenicol  Dzelzkalns et al., 1984 
11 pC0.265 lacI 0 AATG GCTT pICH41308 yes SpecR LacI, for repression at lacO domains (CDS). Polard and Chandler, 1995 
12 pC0.122 sgRNA scaffold 0 GTTT CGCT pICH41331 no SpecR sgRNA scaffold derived from Streptococcus pyogenes  
(see Fig. 1). 
Qi et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2015  
13 pC0.123 srRNA HFQ 
handle 
0 GTTT CGCT pICH41331 no SpecR HFQ handle based on sRNA MicC from E. coli 
(see Fig. 1). 
Na et al., 2013 
  
         
  
Insertion sites 
       
  
1 pC0.024 6803 
cpcBAC1&C2  
Up Flank 
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence upstream of  
cpcBA operon. 
Lea-Smith et al., 2014 
2 pC0.025 6803 
cpcBAC1&C2 
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence downstream of 
cpcBA operon. 
Lea-Smith et al., 2014 
3 pC0.165 6803 NS1  
Up Flank  
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence upstream of 
slr0573. N8 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
4 pC0.166 6803 NS1  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence downstream of 
slr0573. N8 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
5 pC0.167 6803 NS2  
Up Flank  
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence upstream of 
slr1396. N10 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
6 pC0.168 6803 NS2  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 yes SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence downstream of 
slr1396. N10 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
7 pC0.169 6803 NS3  
Up Flank 
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 yes SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence upstream of 
slr0271. N15 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
8 pC0.170 6803 NS3  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence downstream of 
slr0271. N15 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
9 pC0.171 6803 NS4  
Up Flank  
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence upstream of 
slr0397. N16 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Pinto et al., 2015 
10 pC0.172 6803 NS4  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence downstream of 
slr0397. N16 in Pinto et al., 2015.  
Pinto et al., 2015 
11 pC0.173 7942 NS1  
Up Flank  
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechoccoccus elongatus PCC 7942, sequence  
upstream of Synpcc7942_2498. 
Bustos and Golden, 1992; 
Kulkarni and Golden, 1997 




12 pC0.174 7942 NS1  
Down Flank  
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 yes SpecR Synechoccoccus elongatus PCC 7942, sequence 
downstream of Synpcc7942_2498. 
Bustos and Golden, 1992; 
Kulkarni and Golden, 1997 
13 pC0.175 7942 NS2  
Up Flank  
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 yes SpecR Synechoccoccus elongatus PCC 7942, sequence  
upstream of Synpcc7942_0085. 
Andersson et al., 2000 
14 pC0.176 7942 NS2  
Down Flank  
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 yes SpecR Synechoccoccus elongatus PCC 7942, sequence 
downstream of Synpcc7942_0085. 
Andersson et al., 2000 
15 pC0.177 7942 NS3  
Up Flank  
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechoccoccus elongatus PCC 7942, sequence  
upstream of Synpcc7942_0739. 
Niederholtmeyer et al., 2010 
16 pC0.178 6803 NS4  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, sequence downstream of 
slr0397. N16 in Pinto et al., 2015. 
Niederholtmeyer et al., 2010 
17 pC0.282 7002 NS1  
Up Flank 
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechoccoccus sp. PCC 7002, upstream sequence for 
A0159.  
Vogel et al., 2017 
18 pC0.281 7002 NS1  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechoccoccus sp. PCC 7002, downstream sequence for 
A0159. 
Vogel et al., 2017 
19 pC0.284 7002 NS2  
Up Flank 
0 GGAG AATG pICH41295 no SpecR Synechoccoccus sp. PCC 7002, between 
SYNPCC7002_A0932 and SYNPCC7002_A0933.  
Ruffing et al., 2016 
20 pC0.283 7002 NS2  
Down Flank 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Synechoccoccus sp. PCC 7002, between 
SYNPCC7002_A0932 and SYNPCC7002_A0933.  
Ruffing et al., 2016 
 
Promoters 
       
Native (Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) 
      
  
1 pC0.057 ParsB 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 yes Kan
R AsO2
- inducible promoter from the arsB gene. RBS* added 
(22 bp) upstream of ATG. 
Blasi et al., 2012;  
Englund et al., 2016  
2 pC0.056 PcoaT 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R Co2
+ inducible promoter from the coaT gene. RBS* added 
(22 bp) upstream of ATG. 
Guerrero et al., 2012;  
Englund et al., 2016  
3 pC0.004 Pcpc560+A 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 yes Spec
R cpc560 promoter with extended spacer region. Zhou et al., 2014 
4 pC0.005 Pcpc560 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 yes Spec
R Strong, light responsive cpc560 (cpcBA) promoter. Zhou et al., 2014 
5 pC0.007 Pcpc560-Dx2 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 yes Spec
R cpc560 promoter, extended spacer region, downstream TFB 
site region duplicated. 
Zhou et al., 2014 
6 pC0.006 Pcpc560-Ux2 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 yes Spec
R cpc560 promoter, extended spacer region, upstream TFB 
site region duplicated. 
Zhou et al., 2014 
7 pC0.055 PisiAB 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 yes Kan
R Fe3
+ repressed promoter from the isiAB operon. RBS* added 
(22 bp) upstream of ATG. 
Kunert et al., 2003 
8 pC0.054 PpetE 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R Cu2
+ inducible promoter from the PetE gene. RBS* added 
(22 bp) upstream of ATG. 
Guerrero et al., 2012;  
Englund et al., 2016  
9 pC0.053 PnirA 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R NO3
- inducible promoter from the nir operon. RBS* added by 
modifying the region upstream of ATG. 
Qi et al., 2013;  
Englund et al., 2016 
10 pC0.052 PnrsB 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R Ni2
+ inducible promoter from the nrsB gene. RBS* added (22 
bp) upstream of ATG. 
Peca et al., 2007; 2008;  
Englund et al., 2016  
11 pC0.051 PrnpB 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R RNase P subunit B promoter. RBS* added (22 bp) upstream 
of ATG. 
Huang et al., 2010;  
Englund et al., 2016  
12 pC0.050 PpsbA2L 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R Light, Ni2
+ and Co2
+ inducible promoter for psbA2 gene. 
RBS* added (22 bp) upstream of ATG. 
Lindberg et al., 2010; 
Englund et al., 2016   
Heterologous/synthetic 
       
  





1 pC0.049 BBa_J23119MH 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 no KanR 
A subset of  BioBrick promoters derived from promoter part 
BBa_J23119 (http://partsregistry.org/Part:BBa_J23119). 
Promoters contain a lacO repressor and the  broad-range 
BBa_B0034 RBS. 
Huang et al., 2010;  
Markley et al., 2015 
2 pC0.030 J23100MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
3 pC0.031 J23101MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
4 pC0.032 J23102MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
5 pC0.033 J23103MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
6 pC0.034 J23104MH 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 no KanR 
7 pC0.035 J23105MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
8 pC0.036 J23106MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
9 pC0.037 J23107MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
10 pC0.038 J23108MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
11 pC0.039 J23109MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
12 pC0.040 J23110MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
13 pC0.041 J23111MH 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 no KanR 
14 pC0.043 J23113MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
15 pC0.044 J23114MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
16 pC0.045 J23115MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
17 pC0.046 J23116MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
18 pC0.047 J23117MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
19 pC0.048 J23118MH 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
20 pC0.083 J23119MH_V01 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
Modifications to CG_BBa_J23119MH made by Vasudevan. This study 
21 pC0.084 J23119MH_V02 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
22 pC0.085 J23119MH_V03 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
23 pC0.088 J23119MH_V04 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
24 pC0.089 J23119MH_V05 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 




25 pC0.090 J23119MH_V06 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
26 pC0.091 J23119MH_V07 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
27 pC0.092 J23119MH_V08 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no SpecR 
  
28 pC0.093 PBAD 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R L-arabinose inducible promoter from the arabinose operon in 
E. coli. 
Abe et al., 2014 
29 pC0.285 Pcat 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R Promoter for the chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) 
gene in Salmonella enterica. 
Dzelzkalns et al., 1984 
30 pC.264 PlacIQ 0 GGAG  AATG pICH41295 no Spec
R Promoter for LacI gene from E. coli. Polard and Chandler, 1995 
31 pC.060 Ptac10 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 no Kan
R Synthetic variant of the tac promoter from E. coli. Albers et al., 2015 
32 pC.061 Ptic10 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 no Kan
R Synthetic variant of the tic promoter from E. coli Albers et al., 2015 
33 pC.059 Ptrc10 0 GGAG  AATG pSB4K5 no Kan
R Synthetic variant of the trc promoter from E. coli Geerts et al., 1995;  
Huang et al., 2010  
Promoters (transcription start site only) 
      
  
1 pC0.219 BBa_J23119_TSS 0 GGAG  TAGC pICH41295 no SpecR BBa_J23119 promoter truncated to transcription start site.  
This study 
2 pC0.215 J23115_TSS 0 GGAG  TAGC pICH41295 no SpecR J23115 promoter truncated to transcription start site.  
3 pC0.208 J23108_TSS 0 GGAG  TAGC pICH41295 no SpecR J23108 promoter truncated to transcription start site.  
4 pC0.203 J23103_TSS 0 GGAG  TAGC pICH41295 no SpecR J23103 promoter truncated to transcription start site.  
5 pC0.220 Ptrc10_TSS 0 GGAG  TAGC pICH41295 no Spec
R trc promoter truncated to transcription start site.  
Terminators 
       
  
1 pC0.082 TrrnB 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Double terminator (BBa_B0015) from E. coli. Liu and Pakrasi, 2018;  
Wang et  al., 2018  
2 pC0.062 Bba_B0011 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator for luxICDABEG operon from Vibrio fischeri. Chen et al., 2013 
3 pC0.070 BBa_B0061 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Bi-directional terminator for yciA/tonA genes from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
4 pC0.067 BBa_J61053 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator for ribonuclease T1 (fmn T1) from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
5 pC0.075 ECK120010801 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from ars operon from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
6 pC0.064 ECK120010820 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from hupB gene from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
7 pC0.077 ECK120010841-R 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from rpoH gene from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
8 pC0.072 ECK120010842 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from hyaABCDEF operon from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
9 pC0.068 ECK120010850 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator for clpPX gene from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 




10 pC0.065 ECK120010860 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator araBAD operon from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
11 pC0.073 ECK120010869 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from rplJL-rpoBC,rplKAJL-rpoBC,rpoBC gene 
cluster from E. coli. 
Chen et al., 2013 
12 pC0.069 ECK120026481 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from arcA gene from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
13 pC0.071 ECK120030798 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from tatABCD operon from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
14 pC0.074 ECK120048902 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator from Cysteine synthase A gene (cysK) from E. 
coli. 
Chen et al., 2013 
15 pC0.063 pSB1AK3 
terminator 
0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no SpecR Terminator derived from Biobricks plasmid pSB1AK3. Shetty et al., 2008 
16 pC0.078 Tcpc_operon 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Terminator for  the cpc operon Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. This study 
17 pC0.080 TcpcG1 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Terminator for  the cpcG1 gene Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. 
This study 
18 pC0.066 TpheA-1 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Terminator from pheA gene from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
19 pC0.081 TpsaB 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Terminator for  the psaB gene Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. This study 
20 pC0.079 TpsbA2 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Terminator for  the psbA2 gene Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. 
This study 
21 pC0.076 TtetA 0 GCTT CGCT pICH41276 no Spec
R Terminator from tetA gene from E. coli. Chen et al., 2013 
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Appendix Table 8-2: List of level T vectors used in this study. 











Generated a marked 
mutant in the cpcBA 
promoter and 
operon (Fig. 3). 
pCAT.337 pUC19A-T (cpcBA-
UM)  
1 Generated an 
unmarked mutant in 
the cpcBA promoter 
and operon (Fig. 3). 
pCAT.312 pUC19A-T (cpcBA-
eYFP) 
3 Introduced a eYFP 
expression cassette 
into the marked 
ΔcpcBA “Olive” 
mutant (Fig. 4). 
Assembled Level T vector (replicative) 




Level T Acceptor, 
pBBR1 replicative 
origin (50). 
pCAT.13 pSEVA442-T pSEVA442 
Level T 































Level T assemblies 
with eYFP 
expression cassette 
(Fig. 5-7) (18), 
pPMQAK1-T 


















































































































































Level T assemblies 
for CRISPRi (Fig. 9) 
(81), pPMQAK1-T 













































Appendix Table 8-3: Sequences of synthetic oligonucleotides used to determine copy number. 
Primers used for amplifying the petB locus were from Pinto et al. (2012). 
 
Name Locus   Amplicon 
length (bp) 















petB slr0342 (Chr:2647386- 
2650184) 
179 CCTTCGCCTCTGTCCAATAC TAGCATTACACCCACAACCC 































The Gibson Assembly (GA) approach allows for 
the joining of two or more DNA fragments to 
generate plasmid vectors in a single isothermal 
reaction (Gibson et al., 2009, Nat Methods, 6:343-
345). 
 
The Golden Gate (GG) Assembly approaches 
(e.g.  MoClo and GoldenBraid) use Type IIS 
restriction enzymes (REs) to generate 
standardised, non-palindromic overhangs that 
enable ordered assembly of multiple DNA parts in 
a single digestion-ligation reaction (Vazquez-Vilar 
et al., 2018). 
     
 
• Virtually any DNA fragments and any plasmid 
can be assembled together without prior 
modifications. 
 
• Allows seamless (scarless), directional cloning 
of multiple DNA fragments. 
 
• Can be used for cloning a wide range of DNA 
fragment sizes (i.e. 100-100,000 bp). 
 
 
• Can re-use parts without modification in new 
assemblies.  
 
• Once parts are made, no subsequent PCR or 
clean-ups steps are required, and new 
assemblies do not require sequence checking. 
 
• GG only requires liquid handing (no columns or 
gels) so can be automated. Thus, GG is simple 
to scale for high-throughput protocols (e.g. 











• Depending on the number of fragments, GA 
can help to avoid multiple rounds of cloning (i.e. 
into different levels). 
 
• GA does not require DNA domestication (i.e. 
removal of incompatible restriction enzyme 
recognition sites).  
 
• Apart from vector assembly, GA can be  used 
for numerous additional applications such, site-
directed mutagenesis, library construction, 
shotgun cloning and the development of 
bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) (Li et 
al., 2018, Methods Mol Biol, 1671:203-209). 
 
• GG allows for the standardisation of parts and 
vectors:- 
 
o Standard overhangs allow for directional and 
hierarchical assembly.  
 
o Assemblies are carried out with a common set 
of established acceptor vectors and a defined 
assembly protocol. 
 
o Standard antibiotic selection markers and 
visual colony screening (e.g. blue/white) at 
each assembly level to facilitate the detection 
of positive colonies. 
 
o Establishment of a common genetic syntax 
(i.e. the Phytobricks standard) has enabled 
 













broader exchange of parts and assemblies 
(Patron et al., 2015). 
 
o GG simplifies experimental replication, and 
comparable information is available for part 
performance and methods for reliable 
assembly. 
 
o The availability of libraries of standard 


















• Primers for each part are needed for every 
assembly. 
 
• Unique overlapping primer pairs are required to 
join two different DNA fragments. This can limit 
the ability to freely combine different parts (e.g. 
for promoter screening). 
• PCR can fail.  
 
• Secondary structures and/or repetitive 
sequences in the overlap region can limit the 
efficiency and accuracy of assembly. 
 
• Sequence verification of all regions that 
undergo PCR amplification is recommended. 
Some DNA regions are challenging to 
sequence (e.g. the pPMQAK1 backbone), 
which can increase the cost of sequencing. 
 
 
• DNA parts and acceptor vectors require 
domestication to remove illegal Type IIS RE 
sites. 
 
• Some DNA sequences (e.g. promoters) may be 
challenging to domesticate due to the presence 
of RE sites in regulatory elements. 
 
• Assembly is quasi-seamless due to the use of 
standardised overhangs. 
 
• Initial setup can be time consuming, and 
purchase of Addgene kits could be  a relatively 














• Assembly efficiencies decline with six or more 
DNA fragments or with the use of fragments 
shorter than 100 bp. 
 












Appendix Information 8-2: Detailed assembly strategies using the CyanoGate kit. 
 




Appendix Information 8-3: Integrative engineering strategies using the CyanoGate kit. 
(A) Marked mutants are generated using a level T marked knock out vector carrying DNA sequences flanking the target locus of the chromosome (~1 kb), an 
antibiotic resistance cassette (AbR) and a sucrose selection cassette (sacB) that produces the toxic compound levansucrase in the presence of sucrose (20). 
Several rounds of segregation are required to identify a marked mutant. (B) Marked mutants then can be unmarked with a level T unmarked knock out vector 
and selection on sucrose-containing agar plates. (C) Unmarked knock in mutants can also be generated from marked mutants using a level T unmarked knock 
in vector carrying a gene expression cassette (UP FLANK LINKER and DOWN FLANK LINKER are shown in pink and light green, respectively). (D) Alternatively 
marked knock in mutants can be engineered in a single step using a level T marked knock vector (AbR UP LINKER and DOWN LINKER are shown in blue and 
orange, respectively). See Fig. 2 for abbreviations. 
 




Appendix Information 8-4: Protocol and online interface for building CyanoGate vector 
assemblies. 
 A CyanoGate online vector assembly tool called Design and Build (DAB) from the Edinburgh Genome 
Foundry. 
 





Appendix Information 8-5: Protocols for MoClo assembly in level -1 through to level T. 
Protocols for assembly in level 0, level M and level T acceptor vectors (restriction enzyme BpiI required, 
left). Protocols for assembly in level -1, level 1 and level P backbone vectors (restriction enzyme BsaI 
required, right). Adapted from “A quick guide to Type IIS cloning” (Patron Lab; patronlab.org). For 
troubleshooting Type IIS mediated assembly we recommend synbio.tsl.ac.uk/docs. 
 
 




8.2 Appendix II for Chapter 6 
Appendix Table 8-4: Primers used to PCR amplify genetic parts. 
No sequences required domestication (i.e. removal of BsaI or BpiI sites). 
No.  Part   Forward primer Reverse primer 







3 PSalTTC GATCGGTCTCTGGAGGGGGCCTCGCTTGGG GATCGGTCTCAAGTAGTTAATAACGGTAACGGAGCAAACAATAT 
4 PCin GATCGGTCTCTGGAGCCCTTTGTGCGTCCAAACG GATCGGTCTCAAGTAAGCGTTTTCAAGTTCGTGGAAAG 
5 PrhaBAD GATCGGTCTCTGGAGTTATTGCAGAAAGCCATCCC GATCGGTCTCAAGTATACGACCAGTCTAAAAAGCGC 


















11 cinR TCTGTGGTCTCAGGAGTTATTACCAATTACGTCGCGTCATGC CAGTGGTCTCAACTAGATGATTGAGAATACCTATAGCGAAAAGT 





















17 eYFP-TrrnB  GATCGGTCTCTTACTAGAGAAAGAGGAGAAATACTAAATGGTGAGC GATCGGTCTCAAGCGCGCAGAAAGGCCCACCC 









19 PphlF-eYFjP-TrrnB TCTGTGGTCTCAGGAGCGACGTACGGTGGAATC CAGTGGTCTCAAGCGCGCAGAAAGGC 
20 L1P1 for DT_AQUA GCTTCAAATAAAACGAAAGGCTCAGTCG CTCTAGTATACGACCAGTCTAAAAAGCGC 
21 











23 rhaS PrhaBAD for NOT_RBS variants GATCGGTCTCTGGAGTTATTGCAGAAAGCCATCCC GATCGGTCTCAAGTATACGACCAGTCTAAAAAGCGC 
24 































Appendix Figure 8-3: Growth of strains harbouring ParsR variants in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
arsenite [AsIII] 500µM where noted in the legend. 
  





Appendix Figure 8-4: Growth of strains harbouring PphlF variants in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
varying concentration of DAPG (0 – 250 µM). 
  





Appendix Figure 8-5: Growth of strains harbouring PCin variants in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
varying concentration of salicylate (0 –250 µM). 
  





Appendix Figure 8-6: Growth of strains harbouring PrhaBAD in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
varying concentration of L-rhamnose (0 –3.8 mM). 
  





Appendix Figure 8-7: Growth of strains harbouring PBADWT in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
varying concentration of L-arabinose (0 –20 mM). 
 
  





Appendix Figure 8-8: Growth of strains harbouring PVanCC in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
bars represent ± SE of the mean of four biological replicates. Induction was performed with 
varying concentration of vanillate (0 –2000 µM). 
 
  





Appendix Figure 8-9: Growth of strains harbouring λPR variants in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803. 
Cultures were grown for 72 hr at 30°C with continuous light (100 μmol photons m-2-s-1). Error 
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